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Project Overview 
Georgia Institute of Technology (Georgia Tech) and Purdue partnered to investigate the future demand for supersonic air 
travel and the environmental impact of supersonic transports (SSTs). In the context of this research, environmental impacts 
include direct CO2 emissions and fuel consumption. The research was conducted as a collaborative effort to leverage 
capabilities and knowledge available from the multiple entities that make up the ASCENT university partners and advisory 
committee. The primary objective of this research project was to support the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) in 
modeling and assessing the potential future evolution of the next-generation supersonic aircraft fleet. Research under this 
project consisted of five integrated focus areas: (a) establishing fleet assumptions and performing demand assessment; (b) 
performing preliminary SST environmental impact prediction; (c) testing the ability of the current Aviation Environmental 
Design Tool (AEDT) to analyze existing supersonic models; (d) performing vehicle and fleet assessments of potential future 
supersonic aircraft; and (e) modeling SSTs by using an Environmental Design Space (EDS) derivative modeling and simulation 
environment named Framework for Advanced Supersonic Transport (FASST). 
 
To develop suitable assumptions for the fleet-level analysis incorporating new supersonic vehicles, it is necessary to forecast 
the future demand for supersonic air travel. Georgia Tech followed a two-step approach that first examines historical data 
to identify current premium demand (business and first class) and then estimates how such demand would scale for 
supersonic travel. This approach was applied globally. The first step was to develop a supersonic routing tool able to correctly 
find optimum ground tracks that avoid exposing land to sonic booms, while enabling evaluation of the possible time savings 
as well as estimation of the increased cost. For the second step, cost data documented by Airlines for America (A4A) were 
utilized and then scaled to estimate the cost of a supersonic airliner. Together, the two steps provided a better understanding 
of the potential demand for future commercial supersonic travel from both a passenger and an airline perspective. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

In an independent but complementary approach to consider demand and routes for supersonic aircraft, the Purdue team 
developed a ticket pricing model for possible future supersonic aircraft that relies upon current as-offered fares for business 
class and above, for routes that could have passenger demand for supersonic aircraft. Via an approach considering the size 
of the potential demand at fares business class and above on a city-pair route, the distance of that city-pair route, an 
adjustment to allow for the shortest trip time by increasing the overwater distance of the route, and the range capability of 
a simplistically modeled medium SST (55-passenger capacity) to fly that route, the Purdue team identified 205 potential 
routes that could see supersonic aircraft service in a network of routes with at least one end in the United States. Of these 
205 potential routes, 193 are direct routes, and 12 are routes with fuel stops. By providing these potential routes to the 
Fleet-Level Environmental Evaluation Tool (FLEET) simulation, the allocation problem in FLEET then determines how many 
supersonic aircraft would operate on these routes, giving a prediction of which routes would see supersonic aircraft use and 
the number of supersonic flights operated on those routes at dates in the future. 
 
To provide a preliminary estimate for the performance of supersonic vehicles, the Georgia Tech team started by establishing 
a reference performance for a subsonic vehicle. Quantitative estimates of the impact of supersonic vehicles on the various 
key environmental indicators (KEIs), especially fuel efficiency, were then derived on the basis of literature review, future 
performance targets set by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and engineering judgement. For an 
appropriate estimation, performance parameters such as cruise lift-to-drag (L/D) ratio and engine thrust specific fuel 
consumption (TSFC) values were required. Those values could be determined from preliminary constraint, mission, and 
utilization analyses conducted on the basis of the vehicle’s design mission requirements. Georgia Tech developed this rapid 
interactive tool to inform design decisions for vehicles developed in Task 5 and for assessing publicly announced vehicle 
capabilities. In addition, to facilitate environmental impact prediction for supersonic aircraft, modeling capabilities and 
potential gaps in existing tools must be identified. Georgia Tech identified existing supersonic aircraft models in the AEDT 
vehicle database, including the Concorde and some military aircraft. These models were reviewed to determine how they 
were modeled. The team developed a white paper outlining improvements necessary to accommodate supersonic vehicles 
in future AEDT versions. 
 
One of the accomplishments of the project during the performance period is the preliminary development of the FASST, a 
modeling and simulation environment based on the architecture of EDS developed specifically for SSTs. Two supersonic 
vehicles, a business jet and medium SST, have been modeled in the preliminary version of FASST. The business jet SST is 
designed to carry 8 to 12 passengers for 4,000 nmi cruising at Mach 1.4. The medium SST is designed to carry 55 passengers 
for 4,500-nmi cruising at Mach 2.2. Currently, the engine design for the business jet SST is a derivative design using the 
core of a notional CFM56-7B27 engine, and the engine design for the medium SST is a clean sheet design. 
 
Georgia Tech and Purdue exercised their respective fleet analysis tools—the Global and Regional Environmental Analysis 
Tool (GREAT) and Fleet-Level Environmental Evaluation Tool (FLEET)—and produced estimates of the fleet-level impact of a 
potential fleet of supersonic aircraft operating in the future. The SSTs required for these fleet-level analyses are provided by 
the vehicle modeling tasks with FASST, a derivative framework from EDS. The outcome of this study provides a glimpse into 
the future potential state of supersonic air travel by using physics-based models of supersonic vehicle performance. Future 
work should build on current estimates to conduct more detailed analyses of vehicle and fleet performance. 
   

 

 

 

 



 

 

Table of Acronyms and Symbols 
 

a  T/TSL, installed full-throttle thrust lapse  
A4A  Airlines for America 

AC  Inlet capture area 
ADP  Aerodynamic design point 

AEDT   Aviation Environmental Design Tool 
ANP  Aircraft noise performance 

AO  Reference inlet area 
APU   Auxiliary power unit 

b  W/WTO, ratio of instantaneous weight to takeoff weight or side slip angle 
BADA   Base of Aircraft Data 
BFFM  Boeing Fuel Flow Method 

BPR   Bypass ratio 
BTS   Bureau of Transportation Statistics 

CAEP   Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection 
CART3D  NASA Inviscid Computational Fluid Dynamics Program 

CAS  Calibrated airspeed 

𝐶𝐶"#  Profile drag 

𝐶𝐶"$  Additional drag caused by flaps, ground friction, etc. 

CG  Center of gravity 
CL  Lift coefficient 

CLEEN   Continuous lower energy, emissions, and noise 
CMPGEN  NASA Program for Compressor Map Generation 

CO2  Carbon dioxide 
d  Distance between center of inoperative engine and aircraft longitudinal axis 
Dt  Total segment flight time 
DT  Change in temperature from standard atmospheric temperature 

DX  Distance between CG of vehicle and aerodynamic center of tail 

∆𝑧𝑧'  Total change in segment energy height 
D  Drag 

DNL   Day-night level 
EDS   Environmental Design Space 

EEDB  Engine Emissions Databank 
EI  Emissions index 

EIS  Entry into service 
EPNdB  Effective perceived noise in decibels 

f  Cooling effectiveness 
FAA   Federal Aviation Administration 

FASST  Framework for Advanced Supersonic Transport 
FLEET  Fleet-Level Environmental Evaluation Tool 
FLOPS   Flight Optimization System 

FPR   Fan pressure ratio 
GRA  Graduate research assistant 

GREAT   Global and Regional Environmental Analysis Tool 
HPC   High-pressure compressor 

HPCPR   High-pressure-compressor pressure ratio 
HPT   High-pressure turbine 

ICAO   International Civil Aviation Organization 
IDEA  Interactive Dynamic Environmental Analysis 
IGV  Inlet guide vanes 
ISA  International standard atmosphere 
K1  Coefficients of parabolic lift-drag polar 
K2  Coefficients of parabolic lift-drag polar 

KEI  Key environmental indicators 
JFK  John F. Kennedy International Airport code 

 

 

 

 



 

 

LAX  Los Angeles International Airport code 
L/D  Lift-to-drag ratio 
LPC   Low-pressure compressor 

LPCPR   Low-pressure-compressor pressure ratio 
LPT  Low-pressure turbine 
LSA  Large single aisle 
LTA  Large twin aisle 
LTO  Landing and takeoff 

M  Mach number 
MDP  Multi-design point 

MFTF  Mixed flow turbofan 
MTOM  Maximum takeoff mass 
MTOW  Maximum takeoff weight 

n  Load factor or number of flight segments 
NASA  National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
NOx  Nitrogen oxide 
NPD  Noise power distance 
NPR  Nozzle pressure ratio 

NPSS   Numerical Propulsion System Simulation 
OGV  Outlet guide vanes 

OpenVSP  Open Vehicle Sketch Pad 
OPR   Overall pressure ratio 
PACI  Passenger Airline Cost Index 

PCBOOM  NASA PC Software for Predicting Sonic Boom on the Ground 
PDEW  Passengers daily each way 

PI  Principal investigator 
PIPSI  Performance of Installed Propulsion System Interactive 
PLdB  Sound pressure level in dB 

PS  Weight specific excess power 
q  Dynamic pressure 
r  Air density 
R  Rolling resistance force 

𝑅𝑅),+,-  Maximum cruise range for supersonic vehicles 
RJ   Regional jet 
S  Wing area 

SC  Cruise range 
SA  Single aisle (includes both SSA and LSA classes) 

SEL  Single event level 
SFTF  Separate flow turbofan 
SLS  Sea level static 
SSA  Small single aisle 
SST  Supersonic transport 
STA  Small twin aisle 
Stail  Tail area 

T  Thrust 
T3  Compressor exit temperature 

T41  Turbine rotor entrance temperature 
tcool  Cooled temperature 

𝑡𝑡),/01  Cruise time for subsonic vehicle 
𝑡𝑡),/02  Cruise time for supersonic vehicle 

tgas  Gas temperature 
TO  Takeoff 
tmetal  Metal temperature 

TOC  Top of climb 
TSFC   Thrust specific fuel consumption 

TSL  Thrust at sea level 
ttotal,sub  Total subsonic flight time  
ttotal,sup  Total supersonic flight time 

 

 

 

 



 

 

V  Velocity 
VC  Cruise speed 

VC,sub  Subsonic cruise speed 
VC,sup  Supersonic cruise speed 
VSR1  Reference stall speed 
VLA  Very large aircraft 

VTTS  Value of travel time savings 
WATE  Weight approximation for turbine engines 

WE  Empty weight 
WF  Fuel weight 
Wf  Weight of aircraft at the end of a mission segment 
Wi  Weight of aircraft at the beginning of a mission segment 
WP  Payload weight 

WTO  Takeoff weight 
x  Percentage of flight over water 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Project Overview 
Georgia Tech and Purdue partnered to investigate the effects of supersonic aircraft on future environmental impacts of 
aviation. Impacts assessed at the fleet level include direct CO2 emissions and fuel consumption. The research was conducted 
as a collaborative effort to leverage capabilities and knowledge available from the multiple entities that make up the ASCENT 
university partners and advisory committee.  
 
The primary objective of this research project was to support the FAA in modeling and assessing the potential future 
evolution of the next-generation supersonic aircraft fleet. Research under this project consisted of four integrated focus 
areas: (1) Developing a set of harmonized fleet assumptions for use in future fleet assessments; (2) modeling the 
environmental impact of supersonic vehicles expected to enter the fleet through 2050; (3) analyzing supersonic vehicle 
performance by using AEDT, and (4) performing vehicle- and fleet-level assessments based on input from the FAA and the 
results of (1) and (2) and EDS vehicle modeling (5) results.  
 
Because of extensive experience in assessing the FAA Continuous Lower Energy, Emissions, and Noise project (CLEEN I), 
Georgia Tech was selected as the lead for all four objectives described above. Purdue supported the objectives shown in 
Table 1, which lists the high-level division of responsibilities. 
 

Table 1. University contributions. 
 

Objectives	 Georgia Tech Purdue 

1 
Fleet Assumptions & 
Demand Assessment 

Identify supersonic demand drivers and supporting 
airports, and project demand for all scenarios 
Expand to international airports 

Estimate latent demand and flight 
schedules for supersonic aircraft 

2 
Preliminary Vehicle 
Environmental Impact 
Prediction 

Develop estimates of KEIs for supersonic aircraft 
relative to current-technology subsonic aircraft, 
Develop estimates of likely operating altitudes 

Support with expert knowledge 

3 AEDT Vehicle Definition 

Test the ability of the current version of AEDT to 
analyze existing supersonic models 
Work with AEDT developers to understand the 
required modifications to support supersonic 
vehicles 

N/A 

4 
Vehicle and Fleet 
Assessments 

Apply GREAT to estimate the impact of SSTs in 
terms of fuel burn, water vapor, and landing and 
takeoff nitrogen oxide for a combination of vehicles 
and scenarios 

Apply FLEET to estimate the 
impact of SSTs in terms of fuel 
burn, water vapor, and landing 
and takeoff nitrogen oxide 

5 EDS Vehicle Modeling	 Create two EDS supersonic vehicle models with 
boom signatures 

Support with expert knowledge 

 
Georgia Tech led the process of conducting a literature review on potential future demand for supersonic travel for fleet and 
technology evolution and evaluation. The focus this year was on expanding the analysis to international airports. This work 
was performed under Objective 1, and the outcome was used to support Objective 4. Under Objective 2, Georgia Tech 
developed conceptual design tools to estimate the environmental impact of supersonic vehicles compared with subsonic 
ones. In addition, Georgia Tech used AEDT to analyze supersonic aircraft performance under Objective 3. Georgia Tech also 
produced results for multiple scenarios to assess the fleet-level impacts of supersonic vehicles under Objective 4. Under 
Objective 5, two vehicle models were developed. 
 
Purdue applied their FLEET tool under Objective 4, using a subset of the fleet assumptions defined in Objective 1 and 
preliminary vehicle impact estimates from Objective 2. This activity demonstrated the capabilities of FLEET for assessment 
of fleet-level environmental impacts as a result of new aircraft technologies and distinct operational scenarios. 
 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Milestone(s) 
Georgia Tech had four milestones for this year of performance: 

1. Updated projected supersonic demand for the A10 scenarios 
2. Development of KEIs for the list of current and future subsonic aircraft by type and size class 
3. Updated fleet-level environmental impacts for each scenario in Aviation Portfolio Management Tool (APMT)-

compatible format 
4. FASST SST descriptions and characteristics in PowerPoint format 

 
For Purdue, the proposal covering this year of performance listed two milestones: 

1.  Complete modeling of the chosen contractor’s technologies  
2.  Updated fleet assessment 

 
The Purdue team is using its in-house simplistic “back of the envelope” representation of the A10 notional medium SST 
aircraft; the representation of this in FLEET matches that of the earliest proposed supersonic aircraft, one that will fly at Mach 
2.2 but only during overwater portions of flight. The team identified 205 potential “supersonic-eligible” routes, including 
193 nonstop routes and 12 routes with fuel stops.  
 
The Purdue team has also incorporated the supersonic aircraft model and performed initial fleet-level assessments for the 
single Current Trends Best Guess (CTBG) scenario. The FLEET allocation results indicate routes where supersonic aircraft 
might be used and the number of operations. 
 
Major Accomplishments 
The following were the major tasks completed under ASCENT Project 10 during the period of performance: 
 
Fleet assumptions and demand assessment 
The Georgia Tech team expanded the preliminary estimates of potential markets and routes for supersonic aircraft to a 
global set of routes. This was also supplemented by the development of a supersonic routing tool. This tool allows for more 
accurate route data, such as potential time savings, to be computed to supplement existing market and demand data as well 
as analysis of ticket price.  
 
The Purdue team developed a “back of the envelope” representation of the A10 notional medium SST aircraft on the basis of 
the Breguet range equation with L/D ratios and specific fuel consumption values deemed reasonable for a near-future 
supersonic aircraft. Using the supersonic aircraft’s range characteristics and the estimated block time savings possible, the 
team identified “supersonic-eligible” routes including both nonstop routes and routes with one fuel stop. 
 
Preliminary vehicle environmental impact prediction 
Georgia Tech finalized the development of a parametric constraint and sizing environment allowing users to explore aircraft 
sizing and performance constraints. This was used to inform constraints and parameters for Task 5 as well as to estimate 
preliminary environmental performance metrics for several potential future concept aircraft. 
 
AEDT vehicle definition 
Georgia Tech investigated and identified the existing gaps in modeling supersonic aircraft in AEDT. The result was a white 
paper on the modeling requirements and potentially required changes to the AEDT code and the associated modeling 
standards to improve and enable modeling of specific aspects of supersonic aircraft and their environmental impacts. This 
white paper was used to develop a plan for model improvements to develop the capability of future versions of AEDT to 
correctly model supersonic aircraft. 
 
Vehicle and fleet assessments 
Georgia Tech used the GREAT and Interactive Dynamic Environmental Analysis (IDEA) models to simulate the impact of 
potential supersonic vehicles on the fleet-level performance. This was used to identify the potential routes for the route 
optimization algorithm, which culminated in actual realized demand for the possible time savings on overland-restricted 
routes. 
 
The Purdue team has updated problem formulation in FLEET from the previous year to predict which of the potential 
supersonic routes lead to profitable supersonic aircraft operations, the number of round trips operated by supersonic aircraft 

 

 

 

 



 

 

on those routes, and how the airline then satisfies the rest of its passenger demand with the subsonic aircraft in its fleet for 
a representative day over a sequence of many years.  
 
EDS vehicle modeling 
Although EDS was developed for subsonic vehicles, its structure is still relevant and useful to adapt for the design of 
supersonic vehicles. One of the major accomplishments during this period of performance is the development of the 
supersonic version of EDS called FASST. Beyond architecting of the structure of FASST, another accomplishment is the 
development of a preliminary model of a medium-sized SST by using FASST. The preliminary medium SST carries 55 
passengers with a range of 4,500 nmi cruising at Mach 2.2.  
 

Task 1 - Fleet-Level Assumption Setting and Demand Assessment 
Georgia Institute of Technology and Purdue University 
 
Objective(s) 
This task focused on identifying and predicting significant drivers of commercial supersonic travel demand. For this year, 
focus was on U.S. operations. Using scenarios from prior ASCENT Project 10 work, Georgia Tech was to identify drivers of 
supersonic demand to and from the United States, including domestic operations and international flight connections arriving 
to or departing from U.S. airports. In parallel, Purdue was to predict the latent demand for supersonic travel by using the 
same ASCENT 10 scenarios to bound the potential future demand. Georgia Tech was to identify specific airports globally 
that are likely to support supersonic operations under the various previously defined scenarios. Georgia Tech was to pass 
this information to Purdue to generate flight schedules (number of operations) for each identified airport. This information 
would then be used in Task 4 to estimate the impact of supersonic travel. 
 
Research Approach (Georgia Tech) 
To investigate demand for commercial supersonic travel, Georgia Tech followed a two-step approach that first examines 
historical data to identify current premium demand (business and first class) and then estimates how such demand would 
scale for supersonic travel. The first step relied heavily on data derived from the Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS) 
databases, especially the Airline Origin and Destination Survey (DB1B) database, which provided information on passenger 
itineraries on the basis of a 10% sampling of airline tickets from reporting carriers. For the second step, cost data documented 
by A4A were utilized. The A4A Passenger Airline Cost Index (PACI) was used to establish a baseline airline cost structure 
based on current operating costs. That structure was then scaled to estimate that of a supersonic airliner. Together, the two 
steps provided a better understanding of potential demand for future commercial supersonic travel from both a passenger 
and an airline perspective. 
 
Current demand for premium seats 
In gauging the demand for commercial supersonic travel, Georgia Tech attempted to identify current demand for premium 
seats. This is because supersonic travel, especially in the near term, is expected to cost more than subsonic travel (owing to 
the increased time savings and increased associated costs). The historical performance of the Concorde also supports that 
assumption. As a result, identifying current premium passengers became a priority. The 2016 BTS DB1B database provided 
important information for beginning this process. The database not only includes basic travel information such as origin, 
destination, and miles flown, but also includes important information such as number of passengers, fare class, and fare per 
mile. Premium passengers were identified as those who flew in the business and first classes (i.e., BTS DB1B fare classes C: 
unrestricted business class, D: restricted business class, F: unrestricted first class and G: restricted first class). However, 
there were some limitations in using the DB1B database. First, the data provided represent only a 10% sample of actual 
demand and are not a full representation of the flying public. It was assumed that the sample was large enough to be 
representative of total demand. Second, the DB1B database is restricted to U.S. domestic flights and does not include any 
information regarding international travel. This was a major limitation, because most supersonic operations, especially in 
the near term, are expected to be transoceanic (for the United States, this means most international travel across the Atlantic 
and Pacific oceans). The Georgia Tech team inquired about a more inclusive dataset from the BTS; however, access to such 
a dataset is restricted because of proprietary concerns. To overcome this limitation, the team relied on an additional inventory 
of global flights to which it has access. The inventory provides information on all flights in 2015, including the number of 
seats and number of operations, but, unlike the DB1B database, it does not specify the fare class or number of passengers. 
Assumptions regarding passenger load factor and premium passenger share were necessary to conduct a preliminary 
demand assessment. Results for U.S. domestic (using the 2016 BTS DB1B database) and global international (using the 2015 
inventory) demand for premium seats are presented below. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
For domestic demand, the cumulative average daily premium passengers were aggregated by fare paid, by using the DB1B 
data. This process was done by first filtering out all non-premium passengers (BTS DB1B fare classes U: unknown, X: restricted 
coach class and Y: unrestricted coach class), multiplying the number of passengers by 10 (because the DB1B is a 10% sample 
of total passengers), and then finally dividing by 365 (because the DB1B is annual). The x axis in Figure 1 represents the fare 
per mile in 2016 US dollars (calculated by dividing the total fare by trip distance). The y axis represents the cumulative 
average daily passengers who paid a certain fare per mile or higher. For example, the plot shows that approximately nine 
daily passengers paid three dollars per mile or higher in 2016 (orange square). The general trend is plotted in blue. Overall, 
the trend is sensible, because it suggests that demand decreases as price increases. For current subsonic operations, the 
average fare per mile is estimated to be on the order of 20 cents (shown in green on the plot). In addition, future supersonic 
operations are estimated to target an average fare per mile of 100 cents (shown in red on the plot). This result suggests 
that, at least for 2016 operations, supersonic airlines can capture a daily demand of approximately 100 premium passengers 
(red dotted line). 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Demand curve estimation. 
 
For international demand, the premium passengers daily each way (PDEW) was plotted against flight distance for all flights 
(Figure 2). This process was done by utilizing appropriate assumptions for passenger load factor and premium seat share to 
determine the number of premium passengers (because the inventory includes only the number of seats) and then dividing 
by 365 to compute the PDEW. Results from domestic demand analysis were used as a reference to estimate international 
demand. It is estimated that the international demand for supersonic travel would target routes with PDEW values greater 
than 55 (area above the horizontal orange line). This would provide enough demand to fill a single 55-seat plane with a 
single flight per day. Furthermore, this shows the potential size of the market, and it is therefore advisable to target markets 
that are large enough to support a high load factor without having to capture all of the existing potential demand, because 
that would be unrealistic. Supersonic flights, especially in the near term, are estimated to be long-haul flights of distances 
greater than 1,500 nmi (area to the right of the vertical orange line). Hence, it is estimated that international supersonic 
demand would be for routes that lie within the shaded orange area. These routes are plotted on the map shown in Figure 3. 
The thickness of the lines in the map corresponds to PDEW (thicker lines indicate routes with higher PDEW). 
 
Potential airline market for supersonic travel 
After analyzing the potential demand from a passenger perspective, the Georgia Tech team investigated the market for 
supersonic travel from an airline perspective. A4A data for airline operating costs were used to establish a baseline airline 
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cost structure representative of subsonic operations. Specifically, PACI data for the fourth quarter of 2016 were used to 
establish the structure shown in Figure 4.  

 
 

Figure 2. Market selection. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Selected routes. 
 
As shown in Figure 4, “labor” and “fuel” costs account for approximately 50% of all airline operating costs. Other major 
contributors include “aircraft rents and ownership” and “professional services.” This baseline structure was assumed to be 
representative of that for a currently operational reference subsonic aircraft with certain specifications. To estimate a similar 
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cost structure representative of operating costs for a concept supersonic aircraft, the specifications of the latter needed to 
be estimated relative to those of the reference aircraft. Engineering judgement was used, along with some feedback input 
based on the results of Task 2, to define the specifications of the concept supersonic vehicle. With these specifications, and 
by normalizing the cost structure by flight hour, the baseline airline structure could be adjusted to reflect the differences in 
various component costs (e.g., fuel and maintenance).  
 

 
 

Figure 4. Commercial-airline cost index. 
 
An important parameter that was estimated with this procedure was the required yield per seat mile (i.e., the average fare 
per seat mile). If airline profit margins are assumed to remain the same as those for subsonic operations, yield directly 
correlates with operating costs. The operating cost was estimated for different utilization and fuel consumption scaling 
values in Figure 5, which shows the resulting trends. Generally, the more fuel that is consumed, the higher the required yield 
should be to maintain the same profit margins. Alternatively, higher utilization allows for lower required yield values. For 
the concept supersonic aircraft characteristics assumed (fuel consumption 8 times that of subsonic aircraft and utilization 
of 1,000 hr per year), it was found that required yield would need to be almost 4.5 times that of subsonic operations for 
airlines to maintain the same profit margins (red square). Consequently, on average, airlines would need to charge 
passengers of supersonic flights 4.5 times more than passengers of subsonic flights. These adjustments are shown in Table 
2. 
 

Table 2. Relative cost index adjustments. 
 

 Reference Subsonic Aircraft Concept Supersonic Aircraft 
Number of Seats  180 100 
Load Factor  0.8 0.8 
Block Speed (miles per hour) 500 1,350 
Utilization (hours per year) 4,500 1,000 
Fuel Consumption (relative per block hour) 1.0 8.0 
Maintenance Costs (relative) 1.0 3.0 
Acquisition Costs (relative) 1.0 2.0 
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Figure 5. Relative required yield as a function of fuel multiplier and utilization. 
 
As is quickly evident, the key determinant of the demand for SSTs is the value of travel time savings (VTTS). In a constrained 
scenario in which supersonic aircraft cannot fly supersonically over land to avoid exposing the land to sonic booms, the 
potential time savings is substantially constrained, and the cost is it increased because of potentially increased fuel burn of 
the aircraft operating under suboptimal conditions. The overall process approach is shown in Figure 6. 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Process overview. 
 
The steps are to start with the aircraft characteristics such as seat capacity and cruise Mach number or speeds. This process 
aids in identifying possible routes for a subsonic network that could show potential in supporting a premium supersonic 
service. After these routes have been identified, the estimated time savings can be computed; this can range from a simplistic 
speed differential—assuming that supersonic flight is permissible anywhere—to more sophisticated scenarios, as explained 
below with a routing algorithm that takes into account constraints such as no supersonic flight over land. 
 
After the time savings are known, the required yield, or more simply an approximate ticket price, can be computed on the 
basis of the airline cost structure and estimates of the various operating cost factors and how they could be different for a 
new SST aircraft. The required yield and the time savings can then be used to compute the VTTS, which is the worth of an 
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hour of travel-time reduction. By using income distributions, a distribution of travel-time savings can be derived. This, along 
with a distribution of travel frequency, was then used to estimate the switching percentage, which is the fraction of 
passengers who would be willing to pay extra to save the specific amount of time at the premium prices that could be offered 
by a supersonic aircraft. This percentage applied to the existing or estimated future airline demand then yields the realizable 
demand for each route. 
 
To identify the potential time savings for a given route in a constrained scenario, it becomes quickly evident that the 
geography of the origin and destination airport determines the specifics. In many cases—except direct overwater-only 
routes—the “best” route will potentially markedly deviate from the minimum-distance great circle ground track. Additionally, 
the question of what is “best” or optimum arises. Ideally this could be defined as the minimum time subject to attempting 
to minimize the subsonic portions over land, while minimizing the deviation from the great circle track. However, other 
considerations can be included, such as the consideration that the acceleration from subsonic to supersonic speeds can be 
quite costly in terms of fuel consumed, depending on the aircraft design.  
 
The team first developed an algorithm based on the great circle track, splitting it into a number of control points, which then 
can be moved to optimize the ground track. An example for London Heathrow to New York John F. Kennedy International 
Airport (JFK) is shown in Figure 7. In this case, the track was divided to insert 10 movable control points perpendicular to the 
great circle track. This example also shows that the aircraft also must respect a stand-off buffer distance from the actual 
coast lines, because of the characteristics of the sonic boom propagation. The actual distance required depends highly on 
the shape, speed, and weight of the plane during its flight. Additionally, maneuvering, such as turning, accelerating, or 
decelerating, will also significantly affect the actual required stand-off distance. The typical value should probably be based 
on the lateral side stand-off distance, owing to the width of the boom carpet in steady level flight at cruise altitude and Mach 
number. 
 

 
 

Figure 7. Example route stretching algorithm. 
 
After experimenting with this approach, the team found that it is computationally very expensive. The shape of the land 
between routes in many cases is very non-uniform, and a simple optimization scheme often becomes stuck at a local 
minimum. Use of global optimization scheme that has a good chance of finding the global optimum is required. However, 
many runs of the optimizer are necessary to achieve this. Furthermore, the optimization space increases exponentially with 
the number of control points, yet some routes, especially long ones, require many additional points and still leave no 
possibility of fine control of the track to avoid obvious peninsulas and other land. Finally, the movement of the control points 
as described does not allow for departures or arrivals from the wrong way or the opposite direction, as can sometimes be 
necessary to depart or approach an airport from the ocean or water side and to avoid flying over land. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

To alleviate these issues, the team switched to a more flexible algorithm based on the A-star algorithm, a derivative of 
Dijkstra’s algorithm for finding the shortest path. It includes an optimistic heuristic estimate of the cost to the goal and 
thereby improves the time to convergence while still ensuring an optimum solution. 
 
The implementation depends on a grid-based decomposition of the geography and land and ocean between the departure 
airport and arrival airport as well as ample space to accommodate deviations from the shorted great circle path. The possible 
choices for the algorithm are therefore the eight possible directions: four straight and four diagonal. In addition, instead of 
forcing the algorithm to assume supersonic flight when not over land or the buffer zone, the choice of subsonic or supersonic 
flight is also presented. This leaves the algorithm with 16 potential choices to investigate for each grid cell. The cost and 
heuristic functions implemented are purely time or fuel based or a mix of both, defined with a scaling parameter. This 
parameter is not a realistic choice that an airline would perform, such as a cost-index-based optimization. However, it can 
be used to explore the solution space, and then after the actual cost and time savings are known, the best solution can be 
chosen. 
 
The algorithm also depends on the distances used to compute the cost and heuristic functions to behave like Euclidean 
distance computations. Thus, the geospatial coordinate system must be projected onto a flat plane with the distances closely 
aligned with a Cartesian coordinate system. Because this is not possible to achieve for the entire globe at the same time, the 
algorithm performs this projection in a truncated coordinate space to ensure a minimum amount of distortion. Some 
examples of the ground tracks as well as the resulting speed change profiles are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9. These can 
then be used to compute actual aircraft performance to arrive at the potential time savings and the amount of fuel used. 
 

 
 

Figure 8. Example single acceleration route. 
 
As these results show, there are quite a few routes in which more than a single acceleration to supersonic may be necessary 
to avoid exposing land to a sonic boom or otherwise flying excessive distances around land masses, such as India, as shown 
in the second example. The specific routes in the more complex cases highly depend on the aircraft properties, such as the 
cost of accelerating to supersonic speed, and the supersonic and subsonic efficiency of the aircraft. Consequently, the routes 
in many cases must be re-optimized for different aircraft. The results shown here are for the Georgia Tech medium SST 
described in Task 5. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Example two-acceleration route 
 

 
 
These data can then be accumulated to show the realizable time savings as compared with an ideal unrestricted time savings 
for a given cruise Mach number or speed, as shown in Figure 10. This, together with the cost escalation, is then used to 
derive a VTTS value per route than an airline could deliver. To assess what percentage of passengers would switch to this 
potential supersonic service at the given VTTS, the team used an income distribution to derive the fraction of travelers given 

 

Figure 10. Realizable time savings. 
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certain values of the VTTS. This distribution was then used to compute the switching percentage for a given route, which 
then resulted in the final demand estimates and, together with the fuel burn results, was used to estimate the environmental 
consequences for Task 4. 
 
Research Approach (Purdue) 
FLEET Supersonic Simulation Requirements 
 
Current supersonic aircraft model 
The Purdue team has developed a “back of the envelope” representation of the A10 notional medium SST aircraft. The aircraft 
has a 55-seat configuration with a maximum design range of 4,500 nmi, according to a relatively simplistic approach to 
predict size and performance. The passenger capacity is chosen on the basis of the Boom Overture concept, because of the 
forthright presentation of the company's desire for this aircraft to be the first supersonic passenger-carrying entrant since 
the Concorde; this simply provides a convenient starting point. The supersonic aircraft modeled in FLEET makes no attempt 
at sonic boom reduction, so that it flies over water at a supersonic cruising speed of Mach 2.2 and flies over land at a 
subsonic cruising speed of Mach 0.95. The simplistic sizing and performance analysis uses the Breguet range equation to 
calculate the fuel burn and block time (total flight time, considering departure from gate at the origin airport to arrival at 
the destination gate) for routes of different lengths and different percentages of overwater flight. In the current model, the 
aircraft cost and performance modeling are accomplished by using multipliers to modify the cost and performance parameter 
outputs of already existing subsonic aircraft to mimic the operation of a supersonic aircraft.  
 
For simplicity, the "back of the envelope" supersonic aircraft modeling uses the following simplifying abstractions: 

• The overland segment is assumed to be equally split at each end of the overwater segment. For example, for a 
mission of 3,000 nmi with 75% of the flight over water, the overland portion of the flight is split into 375-nmi 
segments at the beginning and the end of the 2,250-nmi overwater segment, so that the total overland flight 
segment for the mission is 750 nmi. In reality, the overland segment is dependent on the airport pair and route (e.g., 
for one airport pair, the origin might be close to the ocean, and the destination might be further inland; the return 
flight on this pair would have the opposite); consequently, a higher resolution representation of the routes would 
lead to different fuel burn characteristics for each direction on each route. 

• There is no range credit for the climb and acceleration segments from 35,000 ft at M = 0.95 to 55,000 ft at M = 2.2 
for the supersonic aircraft. There is a simple estimate for fuel burn for these accelerations. 

• There is no range credit for the decent and deceleration from supersonic to subsonic speeds. In addition, no fuel 
burn is considered for this descent segment. 

 
On the basis of the team’s engineering judgement, the L/D ratio for sizing the supersonic aircraft changes for supersonic (M 
= 2.2) and subsonic (M = 0.95) flight regimes, varying from a value of 8.0 at M = 2.2 to a value of 13.0 at M = 0.95. These 
values are meant to be a bit better than those of the Concorde to reflect improved aerodynamic design. The fuel burn 
estimates also vary for the two flight regimes. Again, guided by information for the Concorde, we determined the specific 
fuel consumption (SFC) value of the notional 55-passenger SST aircraft to be 1.0338 (1/hr) at M = 2.2. The subsonic flight 
regime's fuel burn is estimated by using the product of the supersonic flight regime's SFC value and the Concorde's ratio of 
subsonic flight to supersonic flight SFC, thus leading to a SFC value of 1.2025 (1/hr) at M = 0.95. 
 
The simple sizing and performance assessment allows for estimation of the supersonic aircraft maximum range as a function 
of the route’s overwater percentage. Figure 11 shows the supersonic aircraft maximum range capability as a function of the 
percentage of flight over water. The supersonic aircraft has an all-supersonic (100% overwater flight) range capability of 
4,500 nmi. The range capability decreases with an increasing percentage of overwater flight because the supersonic aircraft 
must fly further at subsonic speeds, which is less efficient in the current model of the supersonic aircraft, thus leading to 
increased fuel burn and a reduced aircraft range. The supersonic aircraft modeled here shows a maximum range of 2,790.5 
nmi when flying completely over land. 
 
In the FLEET simulations run out to the year 2050, two generations of supersonic aircraft are considered with entry into 
service (EIS) dates of 2025 (generation 1) and 2038 (generation 2). The generation 2 supersonic aircraft shows improved fuel 
burn only with no change in the aircraft noise or sonic boom characteristics. The fuel burn multiplier and SFC values described 
above refer to the generation 1 supersonic aircraft. For modeling the second generation of the notional 55-passenger SST 
aircraft, the Purdue team implemented SFC values of 0.9019 (1/hr) at M = 2.2 and 1.0491 (1/hr) at M = 0.95, while keeping 
all the other design parameters unaltered. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Supersonic aircraft block time 
In this current work, the supersonic aircraft is expected to fly supersonically over water only, so the block time for the current 
simplistic A10 notional medium SST aircraft is computed according to how much of the flight is over water. The simplistic 
model presumes that the supersonic aircraft cruises at Mach 2.2 over water and Mach 0.95 over land; hence, the total block 
time considers the time contributions for both its overwater and overland flight subsegments. For the overland flight 
(subsonic flight segment), the block time of the supersonic aircraft is equivalent to the block time of class 5 subsonic aircraft 
already existing in FLEET. The percentage of overwater flight for the supersonic aircraft is calculated by using the overwater 
calculations detailed in the next section. The modified block time equation is shown below. 

 

𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑡𝑡𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵;<= = ?𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑡𝑡𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵;<@_BCD;;E
FGH	 _JGF'_KL<J' × (1	 − 	%LR'KSDJ'K)U + W%LR'KSDJ'K ×

𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚_𝑡𝑡𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵_𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆_𝐵𝐵𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆𝐵𝐵𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵_𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑 ` 

 
Here, 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑡𝑡𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵;<@_BCD;;E

FGH	 _JGF'_KL<J' represents the block time of subsonic class 5 aircraft on the minimum-time route identified by 
using the supersonic route path adjustment strategy and overwater calculation for supersonic aircraft operation, described 
below. 
 

 
 

Figure 11. Supersonic aircraft maximum range capability as a function of the percentage of overwater flight. 
 
Supersonic aircraft cost model 
Because no commercial supersonic aircraft are currently in production or service, the team used some rational assumptions 
to model aspects of the supersonic aircraft cost as a starting point to run FLEET simulations. The assumptions used for 
supersonic aircraft cost modeling in FLEET are as follows: 

• The 55-seat supersonic aircraft acquisition cost equals that of a very large commercial subsonic aircraft (a “class 6'' 
aircraft in FLEET with 400+ seats). 

• One hundred percent of the supersonic aircraft acquisition cost is amortized over a 15-year period, as reflected in 
the total operating cost of the supersonic aircraft. 

• Fuel costs per gallon are the same for supersonic and subsonic aircraft. 
• Yearly maintenance costs used to inform aircraft retirement decisions follow the same Boeing maturity curve as that 

of the subsonic aircraft. This curve predicts maintenance cost as the aircraft ages up to 40 years from EIS. Using this 
may be problematic, given that the operating conditions, particularly the in-flight heating and subsequent cooling 
and the cruise operating throttle settings of the engines, differ between supersonic and subsonic aircraft. 

• The aircraft’s age-based fuel economy follows the Airbus trends that are also used for subsonic aircraft. 
Consequently, fuel consumption is increased each year of service to reach a 10% increase over the original fuel 
consumption after 40 years from EIS.   

 

 

 

 



 

 

• Crew costs for the 55-seat supersonic aircraft have a higher hourly rate similar to those for large subsonic aircraft, 
thus reflecting the “premier'' status that the supersonic aircraft crews might have. The operating cost per flight also 
reflects the faster speed (shorter block hour flights) of the supersonic aircraft. Using the aforementioned updated 
block time calculations, the crew cost for the simplistic supersonic aircraft is modeled with the equation below. 
 

𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡;<= = 𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡;<@_BCD;;E
+bc	 _JGF'_KL<J' ×

𝑆𝑆𝐵𝐵𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑆;<=
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𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑡𝑡𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵;<@_BCD;;E
FGH	 _JGF'_KL<J' 

 
As with the previous case, 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑡𝑡𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵;<@_BCD;;E

FGH	 _JGF'_KL<J' and 𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡;<@_BCD;;E
FGH	 _JGF'_KL<J' represent the block time and crew cost 

of subsonic class 5 aircraft on the minimum-time route identified by using the supersonic route path adjustment 
strategy and overwater calculation for supersonic aircraft operation, respectively. 
 

Table 3 summarizes the multipliers used for developing the cost model for the simplistic A10 notional medium SST aircraft 
in FLEET. 
 

Table 3. Cost parameters used for developing the simplistic “back-of-the-envelope” supersonic aircraft model in FLEET. 
 

Cost Parameters of Simplistic 
Supersonic Aircraft 

Multipliers/Modeling Characteristics 

Crew Cost Block time calculations and subsonic 
class 5 aircraft 

Maintenance Hours 1.5 times that of subsonic class 5 
aircraft 

Insurance Subsonic class 5 aircraft Insurance 
Indirect Operating Cost Subsonic class 5 aircraft  
Acquisition Cost Subsonic class 6 aircraft 

 
Supersonic ticket price model using offered ticket prices for business class or above in 2018 
One of the first steps in determining ticket prices for supersonic flights is identifying the potential routes where the 
supersonic aircraft might operate and then using available pricing information about those routes. Given that the Boom 
Overture concept is a possible first supersonic passenger-carrying entrant that does not make an attempt at low-boom flight, 
the initial supersonic aircraft are most likely to operate on over-ocean routes, where they can fly supersonically over the 
water. Consequently, primarily international routes will be “supersonic eligible.” According to the discussion from Boom’s 
website that indicates that their aircraft could operate with a ticket price similar to those of current business class tickets, 
the Purdue team assumes that the supersonic ticket price would be similar to the current business class ticket prices. Because 
data on the historical ticket prices paid for international routes are difficult to obtain, the presented work is dependent on 
the current (2018) offered pricing data for tickets business class or above to model supersonic ticket prices for FLEET 
simulations. The offered ticket price data for business class or above are procured through matrix.itasoftware.com as round-
trip data for a subset of 26 supersonic-eligible transatlantic origin-destination pairs (and destination-origin pairs) for February 
9, 2018, and the median of the ticket price data for every route is selected as the current offered ticket fare for business 
class or above. 
 
Using the offered ticket fares for business class or above, this work builds a range-dependent delta-yield model, wherein 
delta-yield is the mark-up or profit per passenger-nautical mile ($/pax-nmi). The model builds a simplistic linear fit for ticket 
delta-yield with respect to the range elasticity. This simplistic model attempts to account for the passenger's willingness to 
pay more for increased time savings when flying longer distances in a supersonic aircraft. The supersonic ticket fare is hence 
equal to the sum of the supersonic aircraft operating cost per passenger and a margin term, expressed as the following 
equation: 

𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐𝐵𝐵eef,	KL<J'	G = g𝐷𝐷	𝑦𝑦𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑑𝑑='K	HFG ∗ 𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝐵𝐵KL<J'	Gl +	
𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑇KL<J'	G

55	𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝  

 
The operating cost of the aircraft (represented by the term CostofSST) includes the non-fuel direct operating cost 
(maintenance cost, crew cost, servicing cost, indirect operating cost, insurance cost, and amortized acquisition cost) and the 
fuel cost for operating the supersonic aircraft on a specific route. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
Supersonic aircraft production and aircraft available in FLEET 
The Purdue team assumes that the supersonic aircraft production follows the trend of Boeing 787 deliveries over the last 
decade. The available Boeing 787 annual aircraft delivery data from first delivery until 2018 provides the absolute supersonic 
aircraft production numbers for eight years (2011–2018), followed by extrapolation of the lower-slope production rates for 
years beyond the eighth year of production. There are two reasons for selecting the Boeing 787 production curve as a 
baseline for the simplistic supersonic aircraft. First, the Boeing 787 is a recent high-technology introduction aircraft, and 
given that the commercial supersonic aircraft are also expected to be high technology (owing to the addition of supersonic 
cruising abilities in the commercial sector), this assumption does not seem unfair. Second, because the deliveries of the 
Boeing 787 began in 2011, this assumption provides a historical basis for predicting supersonic aircraft deliveries from their 
initial delivery. Then, to use this as a guide for supersonic aircraft availability in the FLEET simulations, the total production 
must be scaled to reflect the number of aircraft available to the airline model that reflects U.S. flag carrier airlines on a U.S.-
touching route network. On the basis of the Boeing Market Outlook, the share of future aircraft deliveries to North America 
is approximately 40% of the total aircraft production. In Figure 12, the red dotted line depicts the Boeing 787 
production/delivery curve (which provides a model of the total number of supersonic aircraft delivered worldwide), and the 
black solid line depicts the number of supersonic aircraft delivered to FLEET's airline each year. 
 

 

Figure 12. Supersonic aircraft production curve in FLEET. 

 
Characterizing supersonic passenger demand 
To estimate the supersonic passenger demand, the team starts from the discussion on Boom Supersonic Corporation's 
website regarding passengers paying same fares for supersonic flights as today’s business class. Henceforth, this work 
assumes that the potential supersonic passengers are the current passengers who pay fares business class or above. In 
FLEET, the travel demand is split such that supersonic (business class or above) demand is a fixed percentage (5%) of the 
total travel demand, and the remaining demand is subsonic. As a starting point to estimate the number of potential paying 
passengers at the level of business class or above, the team considered typical aircraft currently flying transoceanic routes. 
Those aircraft have enough seats in business and above cabins that are approximately 10% of the total seat capacity, albeit 
with fairly substantial variation. Using this starting point, the team assumes that 50% of the daily business class or above 
passengers in the historical data (or 5% of the total demand are willing to pay the supersonic fare, and this 5% of total 
passenger demand on a route becomes the supersonic passenger demand on that route. This is a coarse approximation, in 
which half the passengers flying in business class or above cabins are paying that business class or above fare, whereas the 
other half are using upgrades or similar. A direct comparison with the BTS database is not possible for the 5% supersonic 
demand assumption, because the DB1B Coupon database sample consists of ticket prices paid only for domestic routes. 
However, an indirect comparison indicates that for all domestic routes in the DB1B for 2016, 4.82% of the reported tickets 

 

 

 

 



 

 

were business class or above; among domestic flights between 2350 nmi and 4500 nmi, 6.89% of the reported tickets were 
business class or above. This finding supports that the 5% assumption is not unrealistic. 
 
Identifying potential supersonic routes 
This work considers both nonstop (direct) and with-fuel-stop (indirect) potential supersonic routes. The Purdue team 
identifies potential supersonic routes from FLEET's existing route network of 1940 routes, using a set of route filters based 
on the supersonic aircraft's maximum design range (differentiating between routes that require a fuel stop and those that 
do not require one), the aircraft maximum range capability for different percentages of supersonic and subsonic flight 
segments, and the block time savings incurred when flying supersonic aircraft compared to subsonic aircraft. To calculate 
the minimum-time flight path for a supersonic route, the team uses a very simple supersonic route path adjustment strategy 
that gives the block time, percentage of flight path over water, updated departure heading for the route, and minimum-time 
route distance as outputs. 
 
Supersonic route path adjustment 
This subsection details the supersonic route path adjustment method developed to estimate the overwater portions of flights 
for the supersonic-eligible routes. These percentages of overwater-flight calculations form the second component for 
determining the route-specific range capability of supersonic aircraft (shown in Figure 13). Because the current work 
considers that the supersonic aircraft can operate over Mach 1.0 only when flying over water, this method includes adjusting 
the supersonic-eligible route path from its great circle path to allow the aircraft to operate at supersonic speeds for the 
longest overwater route segment possible. The rerouting facilitates the identification of the supersonic-eligible route path 
along which minimum flight time is possible (by using supersonic speeds over water and subsonic speeds over land). 
 
The overwater-portion calculations with rerouting technique have the following characteristics: 

1. These calculations consider the longest route portion over water without any land portions. The great circle distance 
is based on the longitudes and latitudes of airports on a spherical earth model. 

2. In case small islands might lie under the flight path (in the great circle path or during path rerouting), the algorithm 
checks whether the sum of path lengths before and after the island is greater than 40% of the total flight path. If so, 
then the small island is ignored, because the assumption that an aircraft can avoid the island by flying around it is 
made (and the interest is in the longest overwater route segment). 

3. The rerouting technique finds 14 alternate flight path deviations above and below the great circle path. For 
generating the alternate flight path, the coordinates of the midpoint of the great circle path are determined, followed 
by incrementing (or decrementing) the midpoint latitude by 1° for each alternate flight path, ultimately changing the 
departure heading of the aircraft. The 14 alternate routes generated in this study correspond to incremental 
deviations in departure heading to a maximum of +7° and –7° from the great circle path. This is very simplistic for 
computational efficiency, but the approach does recognize that the supersonic aircraft might fly a longer distance 
so that the overwater portion of the flight minimizes block time. Higher-resolution flight paths would probably be 
adopted in actual operations, but the optimal path determination problem was deemed too computationally 
expensive for the current study. 

4. Among the great circle path and all the alternate flight paths generated for a route, the minimum-time flight path is 
selected for the supersonic aircraft. The flight time is determined by using different flight speeds for overwater and 
overland flight operation. The minimum-time flight path is hence optimal because of the discrete departure 
deviations. The flight time for every route is calculated by using a supersonic flight speed of Mach 2.2 (at 55,000 ft) 
for the longest overwater segment and subsonic flight speed of Mach 0.95 (at 35,000 ft) for the remaining segments. 
These simplistic calculations are performed with the following equation: 

 

𝑡𝑡qCGrsJ =
𝑃𝑃LR'KSDJ'K/100
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where 𝑡𝑡qCGrsJ denotes the flight time, 𝑃𝑃LR'KSDJ'K is the percentage of overwater flight, 𝑣𝑣𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵;<= is the supersonic aircraft 
speed (Mach 2.2 at 55,000 ft), and 𝑣𝑣𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵;<@ is the subsonic aircraft speed (Mach 0.95 at 35,000 ft). 

 
For example, considering the New York–John F. Kennedy (JFK) to Tokyo–Narita (NRT) route shown in Figure 13, the overwater-
portion calculation technique indicates a minimum-time flight path (denoted by red dotted line) with a deviation from the 
great circle flight path (denoted by solid red line). In this case, the minimum-time flight path also has the longest segment 
over water among all the route path deviations generated by the technique. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

Figure 13. Demonstration of supersonic flight path rerouting for the JFK–NRT route to find the minimum-time flight path. 
 
Nonstop supersonic-eligible routes 
The following route filters are used to identify the nonstop potential supersonic routes: 

1. Routes with a minimum-time route distance less than or equal to 4,500 nmi. 
2. Routes satisfying the supersonic aircraft’s range capability as a function of overwater flight percentage. 
3. Routes with block time savings of 1 hr or more when flying supersonic aircraft. These time savings reflect a 

passenger's willingness to pay for flying supersonic. The team believes that only routes that show a potential time 
savings of more than 60 min will attract passengers; airlines would want to operate their supersonic aircraft on these 
routes only for maximizing their profit. A more rigorous passenger choice model might provide a better approach 
to this filter. 

 
These filters lead to the identification of 193 nonstop potential supersonic routes in the FLEET network. Of these 193 routes, 
with the fairly simple route path adjustment, 137 routes have at least a 75% overwater flight segment, 33 routes have 
overwater flight segments between 50% and 75%, and the remaining 23 routes have overwater flight segments less than 
50%. 
 
Supersonic-eligible routes with fuel stops 
For this work, only airports currently in the FLEET network are considered for potential fuel stops; there are two transpacific 
potential fuel-stop airports—Honolulu, Hawaii, USA (HNL) and Anchorage, Alaska, USA (ANC)—and four transatlantic potential 
fuel-stop airports—Shannon, Ireland (SNN); Keflavik, Iceland (KEF); Oslo, Norway (OSL); and San Juan, Puerto Rico (SJU). The 
team recognizes the existence of a number of other potential fuel-stop airports in the Pacific and the Atlantic; however, these 
airports do not have enough U.S. flag carrier service to appear in the BTS database and are not in the FLEET network. For 
routes with fuel stops, this work assumes that the fuel stops are just technical stops; hence, there is no boarding of any new 
passengers from the fuel-stop airport into the flight or debarkation of any existing passengers from the flight. The fuel stop 
adds 60 min to the block time of the supersonic aircraft flying on the with-fuel-stop route (including time for descent, 
landing, taxi, refueling, taxi, takeoff, and climb). The 60-min duration is an educated guess made by the team and could 
easily be varied in future studies; more information about the future supersonic aircraft design could improve this fuel-stop 
time estimate. The supersonic route path adjustment method for with-fuel-stop routes optimizes the heading deviation for 
each "hop" of the flight, i.e., from origin to fuel stop (first "hop") and then from fuel stop to destination (second "hop"), while 
also selecting the optimum fuel-stop airport that minimizes the overall block time. Figure 14 shows the route adjustment 
approach for routes with fuel stops, using the DFW–HNL–NRT route as an example. The following route filters are used to 
identify the with-fuel stop potential supersonic routes: 

1. Routes with minimum-time route distance less than or equal to 9,000 nmi. This work does not consider more than 
one fuel stop on a route. 

2. Routes satisfying supersonic aircraft range capability as a function of overwater flight percentage. This step is 
implemented for each "hop" of the flight. The route heading deviation is also adjusted for each "hop.”  

3. Routes with block time savings of 1 hr or more when flying supersonic aircraft. This block time savings includes 
additional 60 min gained in block time due to the technical stop. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
These filters lead to identification of 12 additional potential supersonic routes with a fuel stop in the FLEET network. All 12 
potential routes with fuel stops indicate a block time savings of more than 2 hr over the nonstop subsonic flight. 
 

 
 

Figure 14. Demonstration of supersonic flight path rerouting for the DFW–HNL–NRT route to find the minimum flight time 
path. 

 
Supersonic-eligible route network in FLEET 
The network of supersonic-eligible routes in FLEET consists of a total of 205 potential supersonic routes, of which 193 are 
nonstop routes, and 12 are with-fuel-stop routes. Figure 15 depicts the entire potential supersonic route network for FLEET 
on a world map. The routes in gray are those without fuel stops, and the routes in red are those with fuel stops. Table 4 
provides details about potential supersonic routes with maximum and minimum percentages of flight over water and block 
time savings. 
 

 
 

Figure 15. 205 Potential U.S.-touching supersonic routes in FLEET. 
 
The current allocation problem setup in FLEET uses the 205 potential supersonic routes as an input. FLEET chooses which 
routes to allocate the supersonic aircraft on, according to the route profitability, which is specific for each year of the 
simulation. As with all routes in FLEET, the aircraft will travel a round trip on the route, so the Amsterdam Schiphol (AMS)-

 

 

 

 



 

 

to-JFK route also covers flights from JFK to AMS. Table 4 provides information about a few of the routes for potential 
supersonic service. 
 

Table 4. Details about selected potential supersonic routes in FLEET. 
 

 
 
 

Task 2 - Preliminary Vehicle-Level Environmental Impact Prediction 
Georgia Institute of Technology  
 
Objective 
This task focused on providing a preliminary estimate of the environmental impact of supersonic travel. The likely 
performance of supersonic aircraft relative to existing subsonic transports for which performance is known was to be 
identified. This relative estimation was performed for a number of KEIs including fuel burn, emissions, water vapor, likely 
cruise altitudes, and noise. KEI information was to be compiled for three supersonic aircraft types: 

1. Type 1: aircraft that operate at supersonic speeds in unrestricted areas and subsonic speeds over other areas.  
2. Type 2: same aircraft as type 1, except that they also have technology to fly at Mach cut-off speeds over prohibited 

areas. Mach cut-off is a phenomenon that takes advantage of atmospheric characteristics to prevent sonic booms 
from propagating to the ground (typically works from Mach 1.1 to 1.15).  

3. Type 3: aircraft specifically designed to produce very low sonic boom levels during all phases of supersonic flight. 
 
Quantitative estimates for each KEI were to be generated through an extensive literature search of previously developed 
concepts and active projects in industry and government, by using sources such as NASA contractor reports, journal and 
conference publications, and press releases pertaining to concepts under active development. Georgia Tech was to estimate 
fuel burn, noise, water vapor, and emissions as a function of vehicle size, mission, and passenger capability, by using publicly 
available resources. These estimates were to be compared to those for baseline aircraft in the subsonic transport category, 
with the goal of establishing an equivalency in each of the KEI metrics. 
 
Research Approach 
To provide a preliminary estimate for the performance of supersonic vehicles, the Georgia Tech team started by establishing 
a reference performance for a subsonic vehicle. Quantitative estimates of the impact of supersonic vehicles on the various 
KEIs, especially fuel efficiency, were then derived through literature review, future performance targets set by NASA, and 
engineering judgement. The subsonic vehicle selected as a reference was the Boeing 737-800. This aircraft was chosen 
because of its similar payload-range capabilities to those of both the Concorde and future supersonic vehicles. The KEIs 
selected were primarily fuel burn, CO2 emissions, nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions, and noise. The first two KEIs correlate 
with each other to a great extent. For NOx, a distinction was made between emissions released during cruise and emissions 
released in the vicinity of airports at low altitudes during landing and takeoff (LTO). Similarly, for noise, a distinction was 
made between airport noise and sonic boom noise. The latter is a characteristic of only supersonic vehicles, because it is 
produced only in regimes of supersonic flow. As for targeted performance, NASA goals for supersonic vehicles were used as 

 

 

 

 



 

 

a reference. NASA set vehicle performance goals for the midterm (business jet size) and far term (airliner size). Table 5 
summarizes the findings.  
 
The historical values in the table were derived from various sources. For the Concorde, flight manuals were utilized to 
determine fuel efficiency in terms of pounds of fuel per seat per nautical mile. Values for cruise NOx emissions and sonic 
boom noise were determined through a literature search. As for LTO NOx emissions, the value was determined by using the 
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) engine databank. Finally, airport noise was determined according to the 
maximum takeoff mass relative to stage 3 certification standards. Notably, the Concorde did not need to meet any noise 
certification standards. Nevertheless, the noise margin (relative to that of Stage 3) was calculated for reference. For the 
Boeing 737-800, similar sources were utilized to gather the required information. 
 

Table 5. Comparison of environmental metrics for subsonic and supersonic aircraft. 
 

 1976  
Concorde 

1998 Boeing 
737-800 

 Current 
Tech. 

Estimate 

2025  
NASA N+2  

2035  
NASA N+3  

2035+ 
NASA N+3 

Stretch  

Fuel Efficiency  
(lb/seat/nmi) 

0.53 0.10  0.30 0.29 0.22 

Cruise NOx Emissions  
(g/kg of fuel)  

23.3 -  <10.0 <5.0 <5.0 

LTO NOx Emissions (g) 29,995 8,466  - - - 

Cumulative Airport Noise 
Margin Stage 3 (EPNdB) 

– 43.2 + 13.0  - 20 30 

Sonic Boom Noise (PLdB) 105 N/A  N/A 70-80 65-75 

 Historical Performance Supersonic Targeted Performance 
 
After values for the Concorde and the Boeing 737-800 were gathered, preliminary estimates for current technology 
supersonic vehicles (types 1/2/3) needed to be established. However, for an appropriate estimation, performance parameters 
such as cruise L/D ratio and engine TSFC values were required. Those values could be determined from preliminary 
constraint, mission, and utilization analyses conducted according to the vehicle’s design mission requirements. 
 
Constraint and mission analysis 
Preliminary constraint and mission analyses can be conducted on the basis of aircraft mission requirements. A constraint 
analysis translates a design’s performance requirements into constraints on a thrust loading versus wing loading plot. It 
results in the definition of a feasible design space within which a design point may be selected. Alternatively, a mission 
analysis flies the chosen design through a mission to determine parameters such as aircraft takeoff weight, thrust 
requirement, and wing area. Both analyses followed the methods outlined by Mattingly et al. in the “Aircraft Engine Design” 
book. Mission requirements for supersonic vehicles considered in the analyses were as follows: 
 

1. Takeoff ground roll     (constraint and mission analyses) 
2. Initial climb with one engine Inoperative   (constraint analysis) 
3. Accelerated climb     (mission analysis) 
4. Constant-speed climb: subsonic    (constraint and mission analyses) 
5. Transonic acceleration     (constraint and mission analyses) 
6. Constant-speed climb: supersonic   (constraint and mission analyses) 
7. Supersonic cruise     (constraint and mission analyses) 
8. Deceleration and descent    (mission analysis) 
9. Landing ground roll     (constraint analysis) 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

For constraint analysis, the goal is to establish a relationship between the aircraft’s thrust loading (defined as the ratio 
between sea level thrust and takeoff weight) and wing loading (defined as the ratio between takeoff weight and wing area) 
for every mission requirement. This relationship typically has the following form: 
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𝑇𝑇xy is sea level thrust; 𝑊𝑊{| is takeoff weight; 𝑆𝑆 is wing area; 𝑚𝑚 is load factor; α = 𝑇𝑇/𝑇𝑇xy is the installed full-throttle thrust 
lapse; β = 𝑊𝑊/𝑊𝑊fã  is the ratio of instantaneous weight to takeoff weight; 𝑞𝑞  is dynamic pressure; K1 and K2 are the 
coefficients of the parabolic lift-drag polar, 𝐶𝐶"#	is profile drag; 𝐶𝐶"$ represents additional drag caused by, for example, flaps 

or ground friction; 𝑃𝑃x is the weight specific excess power; and 𝑉𝑉 is velocity. When relationships for all mission requirements 
are plotted together on a thrust loading versus wing loading plot, a design space is defined in which any point selected is a 
feasible design that meets all requirements. An example plot is shown in Figure 16.  
 

 
 

Figure 16. Constraint plot. 
 
For mission analysis, the goal is to use the results of constraint analysis (mainly the selected design point in terms of thrust 
loading and wing loading) and calculate takeoff weight, sea level thrust, and wing area. This is done by determining the 
aircraft’s fuel consumption throughout the different segments of a design mission: 
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where 𝑊𝑊å 𝑊𝑊b⁄  is the ratio of aircraft final weight at the end of the segment to its initial weight at the beginning of that 
segment, TSFC is the thrust specific fuel consumption, [𝑇𝑇;	𝑊𝑊;	(𝐷𝐷 + 𝑅𝑅)] are the instantaneous thrust, weight, drag, and rolling 
resistance forces, respectively, 𝑉𝑉 is velocity, Δ𝑡𝑡 is the total segment flight time, and ∆𝑧𝑧' is the total change in segment energy 
height. For segments of the first type (𝑃𝑃x = 0), all thrust work is dissipated, thus resulting in no speed and/or altitude 

This space above all constraints 
is the feasible design space. Any 
point in this space satisfies all 
mission requirements. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

variation. Examples include constant-speed cruise, best cruise Mach number and altitude, and loiter. For segments of the 
second type (𝑃𝑃x > 0), some thrust work is converted to mechanical energy to vary speed and/or altitude. Examples include 
constant-speed climb, takeoff acceleration, and horizontal acceleration. An example plot of the progression in aircraft weight 
due to fuel consumption throughout the design mission is shown in Figure 17. 
 

 
 

Figure 17. Weight fraction analysis. 
 
The ratio of aircraft fuel weight to takeoff weight can be determined by using the fuel consumption relations of the different 
mission segments and accordingly, aircraft takeoff weight can be determined: 
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where n is the total number of mission segments, 𝑊𝑊¶ is the payload weight, and 𝑊𝑊® 𝑊𝑊{|⁄  is the ratio of aircraft empty weight 
to takeoff weight (typically estimated by using empirical relations). After the aircraft takeoff weight is known, sea level thrust 
and wing area can be determined by using the design point value in terms of thrust loading and wing loading. 
 
Constraint and mission analyses were integrated in the form of an interactive dashboard allowing users to parametrically 
vary mission requirements and the underlying assumptions (Figure 18). It was created with Bokeh, an interactive library that 
enables creation of web frontend visualizations without requiring a large amount of HTML or JavaScript development. A 
screenshot of the dashboard is shown below. Concorde design point and weights are embedded for reference. 
 
With publicly available Concorde data (such as cruise L/D ratio and TSFC), the underlying models of the dashboard were 
calibrated such that the design point and weights of the Concorde were matched (refer to the snapshot in Figure 19). 
 
Next, by using the calibrated models, and appropriate assumptions to account for efficiency gains in terms of aerodynamics 
(drag polar), propulsion (TSFC) and structures (empty weight fraction), we conducted a preliminary assessment of two 
concept supersonic vehicles. The first vehicle represents a 10–12-passenger business jet, and the second represents a 50–
60-passenger airliner. The two snapshots in Figure 20 and Figure 21 show the results for both vehicles, respectively. 
 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

Figure 18. Synthesis and sizing overview. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 19. Matching Concorde design. 
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Figure 20. Exploring design of a supersonic business jet. 
 

 
 

Figure 21. Exploring design of a 55-seat supersonic airliner. 
 
Aircraft utilization 
Aircraft utilization can be analyzed by using general flight and aircraft characteristics. The goal of a utilization analysis is to 
gauge the potential productivity of an aircraft. For supersonic vehicles, productivity is assessed in terms of the potential time 
savings per flight (relative to a subsonic vehicle) and the maximum aircraft utilization possible within a 24-hr period. Similarly 

 

 

 

 



 

 

to constraint and mission analyses, utilization analysis was integrated in an interactive dashboard allowing users to 
parametrically vary flight and aircraft characteristics. A screenshot of the dashboard is shown in Figure 22.  
 
Total flight time is broken into four components: time to takeoff and climb, time to descend and land, cruise time, and 
turnaround time (in cases in which the flight range exceeds the maximum design range). The first two are user inputs and 
are assumed to be the same for both subsonic and supersonic vehicles. The cruise time for the subsonic vehicle is simply 
computed as the cruise range divided by the cruise speed (which is derived from the user-input Mach number and cruising 
altitude). However, for supersonic vehicles, cruise time also depends on the percentage of flight over water, because 
supersonic vehicles may be restricted to fly at subsonic speeds over land. Therefore, the percentage of flight over water 
along with the subsonic cruise settings (for portions of the flight over land) have been embedded in the dashboard as inputs 
that the user may vary, as shown in orange in Figure 23 (note: to simulate unrestricted operations, the percentage over water 
should be set to 100). 
 
Cruise flight time is hence calculated as: 
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where [𝑡𝑡),/01; 𝑡𝑡),/02] are cruise times for the subsonic vehicle and supersonic vehicle, respectively, [𝑉𝑉C;𝑉𝑉C,sub; 𝑉𝑉C,sup] are the 
cruise speeds for the subsonic vehicle, supersonic vehicle flying subsonically, and supersonic vehicle flying supersonically, 
respectively, 𝑝𝑝 is the percentage of flight over water, 𝑆𝑆) is the cruise range, and 𝑅𝑅),+,- is the maximum cruise range of the 
supersonic vehicle. For flights that exceed the maximum cruise range of the supersonic vehicle, it is necessary for the vehicle 
to descend and land, refuel and turn around, and then take off and climb back to cruising altitude. Therefore, for every stop 
that the vehicle must make, the total flight time is increased by these additional components. The time to turn around is 
also a user input (shown in green in Figure 23). 
 
 

 
 

Figure 22. Exploring mission frequency and utilization. 
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Figure 23. Airline operation assumptions. 
 
On the basis of the previous assumptions, a contour plot of time savings per flight (𝑡"#"$%,'() − 𝑡"#"$%,'(+) can be constructed 
as a function of the cruise Mach number of the supersonic vehicle and cruise range. Figure 24 and Figure 25 show two 
example cases (100% over water for both). In the first example, the cruise Mach number and cruise range are set to 2.0 and 
6,000 nmi, respectively (shown as the red cross in the figure), whereas the maximum range of the supersonic vehicle is set 
to 4,500 nmi. This is the reason why a vertical distortion in the contour lines appears at 4,500 nmi; additional time is required 
to make a refueling stop for any range beyond that value. In this example, the total time savings was 4.5 hr. In the second 
example, the cruise Mach number and cruise range are set to be 2.0 and 7,000 nmi, respectively (again shown as the red 
cross in the figure), whereas the maximum range of the supersonic vehicle is set at 3,000 nmi. In this case, two vertical 
distortions appear in the contour lines because one refueling stop would be required for any range between 3,000 nmi and 
6,000 nmi, and another stop would be required for any range greater than 6,000 nmi. In this example, the total time savings 
was 3.2 hr. 
 

 
 

Figure 24. Time savings for Mach 2.0 and 4,500-nmi maximum range. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

Figure 25. Time savings for Mach 2.0 and 3000-nmi maximum range. 
 
Aircraft utilization within a 24-hr period for both subsonic and supersonic vehicles can also be determined by using the user-
input flight and aircraft characteristics. On the basis of the total flight time per trip, and taking into account the turnaround 
time on the ground, the maximum utilization can be determined. Aircraft utilization corresponding to the two example cases 
is shown in the figures below. As shown in Figure 26 and Figure 27, a supersonic return flight is possible in the first case 
with an overall utilization of approximately 19 hr (including turnaround time). In the second case, however, the supersonic 
aircraft requires two refueling stops to accomplish its mission in approximately 12 hr, and there is no time left to turn around 
and complete a return flight. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 26. Utilization for supersonic vs. subsonic Mach 1.4. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

Figure 27. Utilization for supersonic vs. subsonic Mach 2.2. 
 
A utilization analysis was conducted for the two concept supersonic vehicles assessed by using constraint and mission 
analyses. For the 10–12-passenger business jet, with a cruise Mach number of 1.4 and a maximum range of 4,000 nmi, a 
design range equal to its maximum provides aircraft utilization of approximately 21 hr (assuming 100% over water). The 
supersonic business jet provided 3.1 hr of time savings per flight relative to the subsonic vehicle. It was able to complete 
three flights within a 24-hr period, as compared with just two for the subsonic vehicle. Similarly, for the 50–60-passenger 
airliner, with a cruise Mach number of 2.2 and maximum range of 4,500 nmi, a design range equal to its maximum provides 
aircraft utilization of approximately 22.5 hr (assuming 100% over water). The supersonic airliner provided 5.6 hr of time 
savings per flight relative to the subsonic vehicle. It was able to complete four flights (two round trips) within a 24-hr period, 
as compared with just two (one round trip) for the subsonic vehicle. The utilization plots for the two concept vehicles are 
shown in the figures below. The results show that, for their respective design mission ranges, the two concept supersonic 
vehicles offer high productivity from a utilization standpoint. Both vehicles are able to perform more flights and result in 
higher utilization within 24 hr than their subsonic references (Figure 28 and Figure 29). 
 

 
 

Figure 28. Utilization for supersonic vs. subsonic Mach 1.4. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

Figure 29. Utilization for supersonic vs. subsonic Mach 2.2. 
 
Preliminary estimates 
For the two concept supersonic vehicles considered in the previous constraint, mission and utilization analyses, a preliminary 
estimate of fuel efficiency can be determined by using the number of passengers, design range, and block fuel. For the 
supersonic business jet, the fuel efficiency was computed to be 1.275 lb/seat/nmi. This value is more than twice that of the 
Concorde. However, that finding was expected, given the low number of seats. Alternatively, for the supersonic airliner, the 
fuel efficiency was computed to be 0.275 lb/seat/nmi. This value is almost half that of the Concorde and is in perfect 
alignment with the NASA near- and midterm goals. Results for fuel efficiency are summarized in Table 6.  
 
Preliminary estimates for the other KEIs, such as cruise NOx emissions and airport noise, remain to be investigated. The bulk 
of the effort for Task 2 was dedicated to the construction of the interactive and parametric conceptual design tools 
(dashboard), and the analysis of fuel efficiency. The developed tools will be utilized in a similar manner to assess the 
remaining KEIs in future work. 
 

Table 6. Summary of characteristics for two supersonic aircraft concepts. 
 
 Supersonic Business Jet Supersonic Airliner 
Number of Seats  10 55 
Design Range (nautical miles)  4,000 4,500 
Block Fuel (pounds) 51,000 68,000 
Fuel Efficiency (pounds per seat per nautical mile) 1.275 0.275 

 
This tool was also used to assess and inform specific phases of flight and constraints for the aircraft developed in Task 5 as 
well as other publicly reported aircraft data and capabilities on an ad hoc basis.  

 
Task 3 - Investigation of the Ability of AEDT to Analyze Supersonic Vehicles 
Georgia Institute of Technology  
 
Objective 
This task focused on identifying the modeling capabilities and potential gaps in the tools used for aircraft environmental 
predictions. Georgia Tech was to identify existing models of supersonic aircraft in the AEDT vehicle database, including the 
Concorde and some military aircraft. AEDT studies were to be created on some routes of interest to generate single-flight 
results for these vehicles, and their modeled KEIs were to be documented. Additionally, Georgia Tech was to update and 

 

 

 

 



 

 

attempt to import and generate the same information for AEDT vehicle coefficients for a 100-passenger supersonic aircraft 
that was previously developed for the NASA Research Announcement “Integration of Advanced Vehicle Concepts into the 
NAS.” In this process, any potential errors or gaps in the capability were to be documented. To identify potential modeling 
gaps, we identified coefficients in the AEDT vehicle modeling definitions pertaining to the specifics and peculiarities of those 
vehicles. An existing known subsonic aircraft with general characteristics close to those of the vehicles under study was to 
be duplicated, and coefficients used in certain aspects of modeling and phases of flight were to be adjusted to possible 
values for that particular supersonic aircraft. The resulting definition of this adjusted vehicle were to be run through AEDT 
to identify potential errors or gaps in modeling capability. This was to be documented along with potential solutions for 
addressing the particular requirements of modeling supersonic aircraft. 
 
Research Approach 
To facilitate environmental impact prediction of supersonic aircraft, the modeling capabilities and potential gaps in the tools 
used for these predictions must be identified. As part of this task, Georgia Tech researchers identified existing models of 
supersonic aircraft in the AEDT vehicle database, including the Concorde and some military aircraft. These models were then 
reviewed regarding how these aircraft were modeled. The next step will be to create AEDT studies on some routes of interest 
to generate single-flight results for these vehicles and document the modeled KEI information for these aircraft types. To 
identify potential modeling gaps, the Georgia Tech researchers identified coefficients in the AEDT vehicle modeling 
definitions that pertain to the specifics and peculiarities of those vehicles.  
 
Supersonic vehicles in AEDT 
The first step of the task was to test one of the current supersonic models in the AEDT database. The primary civilian aircraft 
in AEDT’s fleet database is the Concorde. 
 
For this test, a study was created in AEDT to plot the noise contour generated by a takeoff of the Concorde at JFK. The first 
step is selecting the adequate equipment, which is the CONCORDE/OLY593 in the AEDT database (Table 7). 
 
To test the Concorde noise estimates in AEDT, an airport must be selected in AEDT. JFK, with default layout, is chosen for 
this purpose. The operation must be defined for the aircraft; here, takeoff is chosen, for the north-east track. An 
annualization for this operation is then defined (i.e., the frequency of such an operation). The idea is to plot the contours 
for a single flight and not repeat the operation over time. Of note, historically, the takeoffs and landings performed by the 
Concorde at JFK were not straight but instead attempted to minimize time over land because of noise concerns. Next, a 
receptor grid must be generated. A 120 × 120 receptor grid, spaced out by 1.5 nautical miles each, was chosen. The grid 
must be centered on the airport and sufficiently large to allow the noise contours to be closed; otherwise, they will not be 
plotted by AEDT. 
 

Table 7. Default configuration of the Concorde in AEDT. 
 

Parameters Value 
Maximum gross landing weight (lb) 245,000 
Maximum landing distance (ft) 10,600 
Maximum gross takeoff weight (lb) 400,000 
Number of engines 4 
Maximum SLS thrust (lbs/engine) 38,100 
Maximum operating speed (knots) 500 
Maximum operating Mach number 1.2 
Maximum operating altitude (ft) 41,000 
Wing surface area 181.2 

 
In this case, the most relevant metric for noise of an aircraft c was the single event level (SEL), which is the most appropriate 
for a noise metric for a single flight, because it is the metric that is used in aggregated form in the day-night level (DNL) for 
regulatory purposes. With these parameters, the simulation on AEDT gives the following noise contours shown in Figure 30. 
Notably, this is for a specific straight departure from JFK only. This does not in any way represent the departures that the 
Concorde performed in the past, in which, to minimize noise exposure over land, the actual tracks were heavily biased to be 
over water. Furthermore, this straight path does not follow any currently used tracks at JFK or in the New York airspace. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

Figure 30. Noise contours for Concorde takeoff at JFK. 
 
A simulation for several flights of the Concorde was performed through the AEDT tester developed by the Aerospace Systems 
Design Laboratory. The tester takes all the flight combinations from the AEDT database and performs the calculation for the 
flights suitable for the chosen aircraft. 
 
AEDT model of the Concorde 
Aircraft Noise Performance (ANP) model 
The ANP model data contain a Concorde model. This is not surprising, given that the Concorde was one of the first aircraft 
to undergo noise certification, thus providing the necessary data to create the ANP model. The model has several interesting 
features, probably as a result of the age of the model data. First, only STANDARD procedures but no ICAO procedures are 
included, even though the Concorde did use noise-abatement procedures. Another feature of the ANP model is that it 
includes a standard climb power thrust curve and a reheat thrust curve, both of which are used in the procedures. However, 
it does not include alternate thrust curves for temperature variations, as found in most current ANP models. 
 
In the noise model for the Concorde, there are only three thrust settings for which noise curves exist. Additionally, the 
highest departure thrust noise curve is at 32 klbf thrust per engine, whereas the Concorde produced close to 38 klbf per 
engine with reheat. Consequently, if the thrust exceeds the value of the highest thrust noise curve, the noise values will be 
extrapolated. In this case, even at 32-klbf thrust, the noise at a 200-ft distance is 138 db Single Event Level (SEL), which is 
without reheat. Extrapolation would push the noise close to 140 dB. The spectral classes being used in the noise modeling 
for atmospheric adjustments are 106 and 206, which are the low-bypass relative frequency loudness adjustments.  
 
BADA 3 
The Base of Aircraft Data (BADA) model database is used in AEDT for aircraft modeling over 10,000 ft above field elevation 
and especially during cruise phases. Because this model and database are relatively new, having been introduced after the 
retirement of the Concorde, they do not contain a Concorde model. The AEDT fleet database default substitution model is 
the FGTL (generic heavy fighter) model, which is based on the Rockwell B1 Lancer, using a cruise Mach of 0.8. This 
substitution is probably based on the closeness in the MTOW (180,000 kg vs. 186,000 kg) and the same number of engines 
with similar SLS thrust. The resulting mission fuel burn, compared with reference values from the flight manual, is shown in 
Figure 31. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 

Figure 31. Concorde fuel burn estimates based on flight distance 
 
Engine Emissions Databank (EEDB) 
The latest versions of the EEDB do not contain any information of the Olympus engines. However, the AEDT fleet database 
does contain an entry, which is marked “EDMS 4.5 – Rolls Royce.” Therefore, the Georgia Tech research team presumed that 
the engine at one point existed in the EEDB and was eventually removed after the retirement of the Concorde. Of note, the 
data do not include thrust information, and it is therefore not possible to conclude whether the data do or do not include 
reheat information. Additionally, the entry contains four values for fuel flow and each emissions species. This, however, does 
not match the expected five sets of values for the certification of supersonic engines. Additionally, the thrust levels for each 
sets of points are defined considerably differently and also depend on the presence of reheat capability. Therefore, what the 
values represent is unclear. These values might possibly be assumed to represent subsonic engine equivalents that are 
designed to match the definition of the four subsonic point values. This is consistent with how AEDT will interpret these 
values. 
 
Modeling by phase of flight 
ANP model 
The current way of modeling takeoff and landing performance under 10,000-ft field elevation is to use the ANP models and 
the modeling methods described in ICAE Doc 9911 and previously described in SAE 1845, as well as the INM Manual. Because 
the modeling is derived from also modeling military aircraft, it does include provisions for aircraft whose performance 
characteristics are somewhat similar to those of high-speed military aircraft, at least in takeoff and landing characteristics. 
Specifically, these characteristics include possible use of reheat, aerodynamic optimization for high speed, and aircraft 
configuration changes. 
 
The possible use of reheat is addressed in a later section. The aircraft shape optimization for high efficiency at supersonic 
Mach numbers usually requires a substantial trade-off in efficiency at low-speed flight. Therefore, many supersonic aircraft 
struggle to produce enough lift at low speeds to sustain flight. Consequently, in addition to very high angles of attack and 
deployable surfaces, increased speeds are often necessary at takeoff, such as V1, VR, and V2, in addition to higher speeds at 
low altitudes, potentially in excess of 250 knots under 10,000 ft. Additionally, higher landing speeds can also be necessary. 
Thus, the default reference speeds used in the performance modeling, but especially in the source noise modeling and data, 
are potentially too low. The effects of this are currently being investigated in ASCENT Projects 43 and 45. Aerodynamic 
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configurations such as additional moveable surfaces and other features that change the configuration and aerodynamics of 
the aircraft are implementable by defining these as additional entries into the FLAPS table and using them in the 
corresponding procedure steps. Consequently, the manufacturer must supply this information so that it can be used during 
modeling. 
 
BADA 
BADA is currently used for modeling the aircraft performance over 10,000 ft above field elevation. It also includes only a 
single thrust and fuel curve, which might not be adequate to model the aircraft engine performance over a wide variety of 
Mach numbers and inlet and nozzle configurations, especially in a linear fashion, as is currently the standard in version 3. 
Although the model does not explicitly cover supersonic flight, it could potentially be adapted to allow this, given additional 
configuration data. The current implemented version explicitly forbids Mach numbers greater than 1.0. Additionally, BADA 
3 currently provisions only a single cruise configuration. This would need to be expanded to account for the differences in 
subsonic and supersonic configurations of the aircraft. 
 
The climb procedure over 10,000 ft, by default, uses a defined energy share (share of potential energy contribution to 
altitude vs. speed increases), while following a constant calibrated airspeed (CAS). This is continued until a transition altitude, 
wherein the climb CAS speed equals the climb Mach number. The climb to the initial cruise altitude then continues at that 
constant Mach number. This mimics a relatively standard way in which conventional subsonic passenger aircraft are flown. 
 
For supersonic aircraft, however, in the aircraft procedure coefficients, a second segment climb and cruise speed and Mach 
number can be specified such that the transition altitude occurs at a projected altitude at which the transition from subsonic 
to supersonic flight is expected to occur. This was tested on the 100-seat airliner model created for NASA in a previous 
project (Blake et al., 2010). The result is that the current version of AEDT will handle the transition to supersonic cruise as 
long as the drag polar for cruise as well as the TSFC curves are designed to match cruise conditions correctly. The transition 
itself is not handled very well. It tends to consist of a very brief jump from subsonic to supersonic that completely misses 
the drag rise as well as the fuel burn and associated emissions caused by the transition. This can cause an additional 
modeling error on the order of a few percent of mission block fuel. However, given that the system was never designed for 
modeling these conditions, as well as the lack of any other modeling standards, it is probably acceptable for the short-term 
future.  
 
Figure 32 shows that this is too simplistic for a supersonic passenger aircraft, at least in the way the Concorde was supposed 
to be flown. Specifically, there are different procedures depending on whether a subsonic cruise or a supersonic cruise will 
be performed and whether the climb to supersonic cruise must be delayed for overland noise rules. Additionally, the 
transition from subsonic flight to supersonic flight typically must be achieved as quickly as possible to minimize time in very 
high drag conditions while not violating flight envelope and center of gravity constraints. The current number of coefficients 
present in the BADA procedure definition is insufficient to describe the specific details, especially if this is materially different 
between potential future supersonic aircraft. 
 
Noise modeling 
The current state of noise modeling in AEDT is entirely limited to the use of noise-power-distance (NPD) curves, which 
describe the aircraft noise signature as a function of the engine thrust (power) and distance of the observer. The distance 
data are limited from 200 ft to 25,000 ft but can be extrapolated if required by using a linear method. This method is 
probably sufficient to properly capture the noise generated by a supersonic aircraft near and around airports but is not 
suited to propagating the boom noise created by the shock waves from high altitudes, nor does it capture any potential 
focusing or dissipating effects due to trajectory or atmospheric effects. However, there are a few research codes (such as 
PCBOOM), that currently allow for calculation of the boom effects on the ground. These methods and the required data will 
need be integrated in AEDT, if such functionality is desired. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

Figure 32. Concorde operational envelope (altitude in feet versus indicated airspeed in knots)  
with standard climb to cruise procedure shown (The Concorde Flying Manual Volume II, 1976).  

 
Emissions modeling 
AEDT uses the Fuel Flow Method version 2 (Dubois & Paynter, 2006) to use the ground test data obtained during engine 
certification and published in the ICAO EEDB. This method uses four defined throttle settings with fuel flow end emissions 
index (EI) values to interpolate the values over the entire flight envelope. It also adjusts the equivalent combustor inlet 
conditions from the SLS data to the appropriate conditions at any altitude. The altitude adjustment is based on adjusting the 
changes in free stream conditions to equivalent changes in combustor inlet conditions by using isentropic relations. 
Therefore, an aircraft in supersonic flight will violate this assumption because of the shocks produced by the nose and the 
inlet compression shocks during supersonic flight. Supersonic inlets tend to have a number of moving surfaces to optimally 
adjust to the required conditions and to allow the engine to operate normally and effectively during a wide range of Mach 
numbers. Consequently, the required conditions heavily depend on the specifics of the situation and the inlet configuration 
required. However, because an objective of the inlet is to slow the free stream to acceptable subsonic conditions at the face 
of the engine inlet at all times and to minimize losses as much as possible, an additional inlet correction factor could 
potentially be assigned according to inlet total pressure recovery. This correction factor could take the form of an ideal 
number based on Mach number or actual inlet performance, if available. The current combustor correction coefficients, 
which are based on a 1990s-era CFM56 empirical correlation, might possibly need to be updated similarly to the required 
updates for modern staged-combustion engines. 
 
The nozzle performance is an additional potential issue. Supersonic aircraft will require a much more complex nozzle than 
that in a simple subsonic converging exit. The Concorde utilized a secondary set of nozzles on each engine designed to 
improve subsonic performance. The current modeling method adjusts for installed effects with simple fixed multipliers from 
the ground test data. How these multipliers will need to be adjusted is unclear, because of the much larger installed effects 
that an integrated engine of a supersonic aircraft will present. Another potential issue is that the adjustments for speed and 
altitude effects relative to the static ground tests will probably need to be adjusted. The specifics will depend on how and 
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which equipment will be included in the ground tests. Unlike the military-aircraft noise modeling that lends itself to adoption 
to supersonic passenger aircraft, there is no emissions certification requirement for military aircraft.  
 
Reheat 
The Concorde made use of reheat during takeoff to meet certification requirements in the case of engine failure but would 
terminate reheat below 1,000 ft if all engines continued to operate nominally. Additionally, the Concorde made use of reheat 
to minimize the time spent in the region of transonic drag rise during the climb to supersonic cruise. 
 
Modern supersonic aircraft are not expected to require or include reheat, because of better engine thrust and efficiency, and 
the potential fuel penalty for not using reheat either being completely eliminated or small enough to outweigh a host of 
other issues, such as maintenance cost and regulatory complexity. The capability of properly representing reheat beyond 
the current capabilities is unlikely to be required in the future. 
 
Potential areas for improvement  
This work identified the following key issues that will need to be addressed for improving the modeling of supersonic aircraft 
in AEDT:  

• Transition from subsonic to supersonic 
• Supersonic cruise 
• Emissions modeling 
• Noise modeling 
• Boom modeling 

 
A key element in modeling a supersonic aircraft is to be able to model the transition from subsonic flight to supersonic 
flight. This involves crossing the highest drag regime of flight and contributes a substantial amount of the fuel burn and 
emissions. As investigated, this transition can currently be approximated by a sudden jump, but such a jump neglects this 
portion of flight almost completely. This will require modeling either through a generic transonic drag rise approximation 
or additional aircraft specific coefficients. 
 
The modeling of supersonic cruise currently does work but can be improved. The atmosphere model that is used may 
potentially need to include more sophisticated data about the actual altitudes of the atmospheric layers. Additionally, an 
aircraft model is currently limited to either subsonic or supersonic flight but cannot accommodate both. This is potentially 
necessary because supersonic cruise is currently prohibited over land, and the model must be able to accommodate that. 
 
After performance modeling, emissions modeling is another area for improvements. Specifically, the current full flight 
emissions modeling method—the Boeing Fuel Flow Method (BFFM)—is used because it avoids requiring detailed engine 
performance parameters. It relies on first-principles physics relations for atmospheric and engine cycle approximations and 
empirical fits for combustor properties. This needs to be updated to accommodate the cycle differences and the differences 
in operating conditions at altitude. 
 
Finally, the modeling of aircraft noise needs to be addressed. The airport noise is not specifically different for supersonic 
aircraft but will be dominated by jet noise, owing to the potentially high exhaust speeds required for supersonic cruise. This 
will potentially require the de-rating for takeoff to meet stringent noise limits. This will need to be addressed, potentially in 
a similar way to handling of subsonic de-rating in AEDT. Integrating supersonic boom modeling with AEDT will become 
necessary. This could be accomplished either through the validation and integration with existing tools, such as PCBOOM 
and others, or alternatively direct integration of modeling methods or code into AEDT. Some work is required before AEDT 
will be able to model supersonic aircraft with good fidelity, but the issues have been identified. 

 
Task 4 - Fleet-Level Environmental Assessments 
Georgia Institute of Technology and Purdue University 
 
Objective 
This task was to quantify the fleet-level impact of supersonic aircraft. Georgia Tech was to use the GREAT fleet-prediction 
tool to perform a preliminary assessment of the impact of supersonic aircraft by using a subset of scenarios from prior 

 

 

 

 



 

 

ASCENT 10 work and for a subset of the KEIs and aircraft types evaluated in Task 2. Similarly, Purdue was to utilize their 
FLEET capability to analyze this impact.  
 
Research Approach (Georgia Tech) 
To prepare modeling of supersonic aircraft, several changes to the modeling toolchain were necessary. First, the models 
developed in prior iterations—GREAT and the IDEA Tool—needed to be updated. In GREAT and IDEA, the current subsonic 
fleet is divided into seat classes to track the different sizes as well as the payload-range capabilities of the current fleet of 
aircraft in operation. To model a supersonic fleet, the team decided to add a new seat class, SST, to track these new aircraft 
separately. However, that means that, for now, there is only a single type of supersonic aircraft being tracked: a 55-seat 
commercial jet with a maximum range of approximately 4500 nmi, to mimic one of the potential new market entrants that 
could enter service in the next few years. For now, it was decided to set the earliest EIS to 2025. 
 
The model was also altered in two ways to model the potential number of supersonic flights. First, it is now possible to 
simply specify a fraction of the fleet that would be switched or replaced by supersonic flights. Notably, this can be specified 
for all modeled regions: domestic, Atlantic, Pacific, Latin American, and other regions. Therefore, the implications of 
switching a certain number of passengers or flights in those regions can now be investigated. This is especially important 
with regard to investigating the potential for allowing or disallowing overland supersonic flights, because, most domestic 
flights are almost 100% overland flights in the United States. This also has an effect on the missions and markets in which a 
potential supersonic aircraft would be used. 
 
The second method added to the models builds on this capability by partially reusing the logic of converting production 
numbers into potential replacement aircraft and therefore the ability to replace a certain share of the projected operations. 
This allows the user to specify aircraft production rates. The produced aircraft are then inserted into the fleet to be used to 
replace existing aircraft. This process also necessitates assuming a productivity per aircraft. This productivity refers to how 
many passengers and miles it will be used in service and is normally a function of primarily utilization, because subsonic 
fleet block times and speeds (the gate-to-gate time and average speed based on this time) have been relatively constant over 
the past decades. However, supersonic aircraft by definition have much higher block speeds and therefore would theoretically 
be capable of flying many more missions than subsonic aircraft. However, according to the analysis in Task 2, keeping a 
high utilization seems likely to become a major challenge, and consequently supersonic aircraft may be unlikely to yield 
increased productivity. Therefore, at present, the assumptions were set to have an increased block speed with a lower 
utilization and thus only a small change in the number of flights possible in a given time period per aircraft in the supersonic 
fleet. An example of the production assumption based on a study from the Boyd Consulting Group (Bachman, 2016) 
estimating a potential 10-year demand of up to 1,300 supersonic airliners is shown in Figure 33. This number of aircraft 
with the assumed productivity would be able to capture approximately 5% of the market. For the purposes of this 
investigation, the manufacturer was assumed to face a 4-year production ramp-up to the targeted production rate of 11 
aircraft per month. The result is shown as a share of the overall fleet. The curve bends down substantially, because of the 
large increases in the conventional fleet forecasts in the coming decades, such that a constant production rate yields a 
diminishing share of the overall fleet. 
 
The standard fleet turnover model applicable to all seat classes was also used. Consequently, the models have the capability 
to replace aircraft within their seat class with potential improved future aircraft with similar capabilities. At present, it was 
assumed that a supersonic aircraft would be operated more similarly to current wide-body aircraft in terms of time of 
ownership and the underlying financing and leasing durations and the expected useful economic life. 
 
Using these production rate assumptions along with the vehicle specific performance estimates from Task 2 allows for the 
fleet analysis to be run. The scenarios developed for the subsonic projections of commercial-aviation environmental impact 
can be used as a basis for analyzing the effect of a potential supersonic fleet. Notably, the supersonic specific assumptions 
in terms of market share, production rate, passenger demand, and aircraft technology can be varied. This can serve as a 
guide as to the potential variability of these assumptions, as was done in this phase of the work. However, those assumptions 
may plausibly not be wholly independent of the assumptions developed for the subsonic-only scenarios. For example, engine 
and aircraft technology for both subsonic and supersonic vehicles could plausibly develop at least partly in tandem. 
Moreover, passenger demand for air travel is expected to affect both subsonic and supersonic travel together and not be 
completely decoupled, except in some very specific cases. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

Figure 33. Percentage potential market share of a supersonic fleet. 
 
The results presented here should be taken as a guide to the range of variability in the results instead of wholly consistent 
scenarios of the future. An example is in Figure 34, which shows the relative CO2 emissions trajectories for the CTBG scenario 
as well as the same scenario but instead with a large fleet of operational supersonic commercial aircraft starting in 2025, 
with the production rate assumptions explained before. 
 

 
 

Figure 34. CTBG scenario’s effects of including a large supersonic fleet (Figure 33). 
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Similar results were produced for most of the subsonic scenarios with and without supersonic aircraft being introduced. 
Additional metrics such as specific fleet makeup as well as passenger demand and airline operating cost structure were 
generated in addition to the fuel burn and CO2 emissions results. To summarize the results of these runs, the Georgia Tech 
researchers aggregated them as ranges of the fleet-wide delta in CO2 emissions in 2050, that is, the emissions with a 
supersonic fleet minus the emissions without a supersonic fleet. The results show the potential size of the resulting 
additional emissions that a fleet of supersonic airliners could potentially produce (Figure 35). The primary drivers of 
assumptions for the supersonic fleet are summarized in the three rows shown. The first row shows the impact of the market-
size assumption, which could range from a very limited adoption of approximately 12 aircraft that fly only one to two round 
trips per day to the potential switch of the entire market of passengers paying for premium tickets in business class, first 
class, and above. A large fleet of supersonic airliners would be required, which, at a multiple of fuel burn and therefore 
emissions, would drive a substantial increase in emissions. The second row shows the impact of vehicle technologies on the 
2050 emissions. The worst case would be a significant fleet of current-technology-only aircraft, with estimates as developed 
in Task 2, and the best case based on the aggressive mid- and far-term technology goals defined by NASA’s supersonic 
vehicle project. The third row attempts to show the interaction between the primary subsonic aviation growth rates and the 
resultant supersonic demand. This is in effect a scaling occurring because of the overall increase or decrease—or better, 
high growth or low growth—of aviation travel as a whole, of which supersonic airliners are expected to capture only a small 
portion. Nonetheless, the results show substantial variation depending on the underlying assumptions provided by those 
specific scenarios. 
 
Additionally, these ranges represent only a one-at-a-time sensitivity. There are potentially significant interactions that could 
take place, including not only interactions among the scenario assumptions for subsonic and supersonic demand, 
technology, operations, etc., but also the interactions among the supersonic market adoption rate, aviation growth, and 
vehicle technology. This was not studied at this stage of the project, but we envision such studies after better vehicle 
performance and demand estimates have been developed. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

Figure 35. Range of results due to possible assumptions for supersonic aircraft. 
 
Research Approach (Purdue) 
Incorporating supersonic aircraft in the FLEET allocation problem 
For the work presented here, the allocation of the airline's supersonic aircraft occurs before the allocation of the airline's 
subsonic aircraft. This approach allows for the characterization of a subset of total passenger demand as the passengers 
who would be willing to pay for the supersonic fare, and it currently assumes that the supersonic fare will be similar to the 
as-offered fares for business class or above available in 2018. Because these passengers would be willing to pay more for 
the higher-speed and shorter-time trips, this subset of demand is identified on all of the potential supersonic routes, and an 
allocation problem determines how many supersonic aircraft round trips operate on which of the potential routes to 
maximize the profit from the supersonic aircraft in the airline's fleet. Then, for any routes that have potential supersonic 
demand but do not receive supersonic aircraft service, and for any routes that have supersonic aircraft service but do not 
have enough round trips to serve all the supersonic passenger demand, the unserved supersonic passenger demand is 
recombined with the subsonic passenger demand. The subsonic allocation problem then determines the number of round 
trips operated by each subsonic aircraft type on all of the routes in the network to serve the recombined passenger demand. 
Figure 36. SEQUENTIAL AIRCRAFT ALLOCATION APPROACH IN FLEET depicts the subsonic and supersonic aircraft sequential 
allocation approach in a flowchart. 
 
The team acknowledges that a simultaneous allocation approach in which the airline would allocate the supersonic and 
subsonic aircraft at the same time (to satisfy both supersonic and subsonic flight demands) could have some useful 
advantages. Such an approach could provide insights about passengers' travelling preferences via supersonic and subsonic 
aircraft while allowing for the enforcement of noise and/or airport capacity constraints in FLEET, if those are desired in the 
simulation. However, the simultaneous approach is difficult to implement in FLEET, because it requires some restructuring 
of the allocation problem, thus leading the team to use the sequential allocation approach for the current work. 
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Figure 36. Sequential aircraft allocation approach in FLEET 

 
In each simulation year, FLEET predicts the inherent growth in airline passenger demand due to the economic growth 
described in the scenario and then includes the effects of price-demand elasticity to account for the influence of airline ticket 
price changes from the previous year on passenger demand. For instance, if a new aircraft is introduced that is far more fuel 
efficient than its predecessors, some of the cost savings associated with that fuel reduction leads to a lower ticket price. 
That would drive the passenger demand up, separately from the inherent economic demand driver. After the sequential 
allocation problems are complete, the model can make assessments on the need for more aircraft to meet future demand 
and the future profitability of retiring a currently operating aircraft in favor of a newer model in the following year. 
 
Allocation problem update 
The previous FLEET simulation results included allocation of supersonic and subsonic aircraft over a 3-day period on the 
basis of a one-way allocation problem formulation. This caused the number of one-way daily flights in FLEET simulations to 
be in fractions (instead of integers). The Purdue team updated FLEET’s allocation problem from a 3-day period to a 1-day 
period, while changing FLEET’s problem formulation from a one-way formulation to a round-trip formulation. With the current 
updated problem formulation, the FLEET simulation results yield integer numbers of daily round-trip flights for both 
supersonic and subsonic aircraft allocations. The following expressions and equations describe FLEET’s updated 1-day round-
trip allocation problem setup.  
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Constraint functions: 

≥2𝑋𝑋£,¥g𝐵𝐵𝐻𝐻£,¥ +𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻£,¥ + 𝑡𝑡	l 	≤ 24𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑡𝑡£
∑

£§É

 EQUATION 2 

≥2𝑋𝑋£,¥g𝐵𝐵𝐻𝐻£,¥ +𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻£,¥ + 𝑡𝑡	l 	≤ 24 ∗ 3	𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑡𝑡£
∑

£§É

 EQUATION 3 

≥𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝£,¥ ≤ 𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵¥
∑

£§É

 EQUATION 4 

≥𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝;<@,¥ ≥ 0.9 ∗ 𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵¥
∑

£§É

 EQUATION 5 

𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝£,¥ 	≤ 𝐵𝐵𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑆£𝑋𝑋£,¥ EQUATION 6 

 
Equation 1 shows the profit-maximizing objective function of FLEET’s sequential allocation problem. 𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝£,¥ is the number of 
passengers moved one way by using aircraft k on route j today. This assumes symmetricity in the number of passengers 
moved between origin-destination pairs A–B and B–A. 𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵£,¥ is the round-trip ticket price for a passenger on aircraft type k 
flying route j. This work uses round-trip price because it matches most common fare paid by passengers (DB1B itinerary fare 
and the as-offered ticket prices for business and above in the current supersonic work). This step means that one passenger 
(𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝£,¥) pays half of the round-trip price today. 𝑋𝑋£,¥ is the number of round trips that aircraft k provides on route j. A round 
trip is one flight from airport A to airport B and back from airport B to airport A. It can be only an integer. Finally, 𝐶𝐶£,¥ is the 
round-trip direct operating cost of aircraft k on route j. 
 
Equation 2 constrains the total operation hours of subsonic aircraft and supersonic aircraft to 24 hr. This constraint signifies 
the update in FLEET’s problem formulation from a 3-day to 1-day allocation. Equation 3 represents the previous 3-day-
allocation version of this constraint with the total operation hours of subsonic aircraft and supersonic aircraft limited to 72 
hr. The operating hours include block hours (𝐵𝐵𝐻𝐻£,¥), maintenance hours (𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻£,¥), and aircraft turnover time (𝑡𝑡) for both 
subsonic and supersonic aircraft. 𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑡𝑡£ represents the number of subsonic and supersonic aircraft type 𝐵𝐵 in the airline’s 
fleet. 
 
Equation 4 signifies the maximum demand constraint, which ensures that the demand served by the airline in FLEET does 
not exceed the demand value 𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵¥. Equation 5 ensures that the airline can satisfy all subsonic flight demand at a minimum 
of 90% of the total subsonic demand. Earlier, this constraint was set to a minimum of 20% subsonic demand satisfaction, 
thus leading to a faster computational runtime but comparatively reduced demand satisfaction. Currently, in practice, very 
high percentages of the available demand are satisfied (95% and above).  
 
Finally, Equation 6 ensures that the carried passengers (for both supersonic and subsonic flights) are fewer than the total 
available seats for a specific flight 𝐵𝐵, where 𝐵𝐵𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑆£ is the aircraft 𝐵𝐵 seat capacity. 
 
Preliminary simulation results 
The FLEET simulation is run from years 2005 to 2050 with the supersonic aircraft introduced in 2025 (generation 1) and 
2038 (generation 2). In FLEET simulations, the aircraft are available to the airline to use 1 year after the EIS date (i.e., the 
aircraft was first available during the EIS year, but the representative day when that aircraft was part of regular service is the 
year following the EIS). Hence, the first-generation supersonic aircraft becomes available for allocation by the airline for a 
representative day in 2026. Similarly, the second-generation supersonic aircraft becomes available for allocation in 2039. 
 
Because FLEET models the behavior of a profit-seeking airline, the FLEET allocation problem decides which routes to operate 
the supersonic aircraft on while maximizing its profit over the whole network. This essentially allows FLEET to choose the 
routes for supersonic aircraft operation from the 205 supersonic-eligible routes presented in the previous section. This 
process ensures that the FLEET airline has the freedom to operate supersonic aircraft on profitable routes only, mimicking 
the behavior of an actual profit-seeking airline. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The simulation results presented here are based on Purdue’s back-of-the-envelope representation of the A10 notional 
medium SST aircraft, Purdue’s simple supersonic route path adjustment strategy, and the sequential aircraft allocation 
approach; i.e., supersonic aircraft allocation is performed before the subsonic aircraft allocation, and consequently FLEET is 
accommodating the premium passengers first. These results might change when higher-fidelity supersonic aircraft models 
along with detailed routing path data are implemented in the FLEET simulations. However, the current set of results (with 
the placeholder supersonic aircraft and simplistic routing path models) demonstrate the ability of FLEET to indicate the 
routes where supersonic aircraft might be used and the number of daily operations on those supersonic routes. Further, the 
results demonstrate the possible changes in the subsonic fleet allocations due to the introduction of supersonic aircraft on 
select routes. This work considers only the previously developed CTBG scenario, utilizing the previously obtained subsonic-
only CTBG results for comparing and analyzing the supersonic FLEET CTBG allocation and fleet fuel burn results. 
 
The FLEET setup for the CTBG scenario is defined as follows: 

• The network consists of 169 airports including U.S. domestic routes and international routes that have either their 
origin or destination in the United States. 

• The annual gross domestic product (GDP) grows at a constant value of 4.3% in Asia, 4.2% in Latin America, 2.4% in 
Europe, and 2.8% for airports in the United States. 

• The annual population growth rate is a constant value of 1.1% in Asia, 1.26% in Latin America, 0% in Europe, and 
0.58% in the United States. 

• Jet fuel prices grow according to the Energy Information Administration (EIA) reference fuel price (Annual Energy 
Outlook 2011, 2011) case and are adjusted to meet the ASCENT survey fuel price, $77.08/bbl, by 2050. 

• Carbon emission prices grow linearly from $0/MT in 2020 to $21/MT by 2050. 
 
The set of subsonic aircraft utilized in the CTBG scenario for the current work is listed in Table 8. The aircraft denoted “GT 
Gen1 DD” are the Generation 1 aircraft modeled by Georgia Tech with a “direct drive” engine. The Generation 2 aircraft are 
labeled “GT Gen2 DD.” These include aircraft belonging to the following classes: regional jet (RJ), single aisle (SA), small twin 
aisle (STA), large twin aisle (LTA), and very large aircraft (VLA). According to the amount and speed of technology incorporated 
into aircraft, in each of the scenarios, the new-in-class and best-in-class aircraft models will vary. Given the observation that 
new orders for 50-seat regional jet aircraft have diminished to zero, there are no small regional jet (SRJ) aircraft in the new- 
and future-in-class technology ages. 
 

Table 8. Subsonic aircraft types used in simulation. 
 

Subsonic Aircraft Types in Study 
 Representative in Class Best in Class New in Class Future in Class 

Class 1 (SRJ) Canadair RJ200/RJ440 Embraer ERJ145   
Class 2 (RJ) Canadair RJ700 Canadair RJ900 GT Gen1 DD RJ (2020) GT Gen2 DD RJ (2030) 
Class 3 (SA) Boeing 737-300 Boeing 737-700 GT Gen1 DD SA (2017) GT Gen2 DD SA (2035) 
Class 4 (STA) Boeing 757-200 Boeing 737-800 GT Gen1 DD STA (2025) GT Gen2 DD STA (2040) 
Class 5 (LTA) Boeing 767-300ER Airbus A330-200 GT Gen1 DD LTA (2020) GT Gen2 DD LTA (2030) 

Class 6 (VLA) Boeing 747-400 Boeing 777-200LR GT Gen1 DD VLA (2025) GT Gen2 DD VLA (2040) 

 
With the current modeling, the 2050 fleet fuel burn with supersonic aircraft is higher than the subsonic-only fuel burn. Figure 

37 shows the normalized fuel burn for both supersonic- and subsonic-only runs. The supersonic run refers to the case in 
which both supersonic and subsonic aircraft are available for allocation in an airline fleet, whereas the subsonic-only run 
refers to the case in which only subsonic aircraft are available for allocation in an airline fleet (no supersonic aircraft are 
introduced in this case). The Purdue team noted that the introduction and allocation of the supersonic aircraft changes the 
use, retirement, and acquisition of the subsonic aircraft. That is, the airline modifies its subsonic fleet allocation to 
accommodate the new class of aircraft, i.e., supersonic aircraft, to maximize its overall profit. The change in the usage of 
the subsonic fleet can be seen by comparing the two charts in Figure 38 and Figure 39. In the first figure, the first six layers 
from the bottom in both charts indicate the fuel burn from the six classes of subsonic aircraft in FLEET, and the topmost 
layer in the upper chart indicates fuel burn from the supersonic aircraft in FLEET. Analysis of the two charts reveals that the 
pattern of the six common color layers in the two charts changes after 2025, indicating a change in the fuel burn (and the 
allocation) of the subsonic fleet after the introduction of the supersonic aircraft. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 

Figure 37. Normalized fuel burn from FLEET simulation. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 38. Class-wise fuel burn for supersonic case. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

Figure 39. Class-wise fuel burn for subsonic-only case. 
 
FLEET simulation results include details about the daily round-trip supersonic and subsonic aircraft allocations and the 
number of daily round-trip passengers carried on every route by each aircraft type each year. These data are used to generate 
different sets of output tables that provide yearly information about which routes the airlines chose to operate their 
supersonic aircraft on, and how the airline changed its subsonic aircraft allocation on those routes (and even on the non-
supersonic-eligible routes in the FLEET network). 

Table 9 depicts a partial output of FLEET aircraft allocations on potential supersonic routes for the year 2038. Here, 2038 is 
selected as the year of interest because the second generation of supersonic aircraft will become available to the airline in 
the next year in the simulation (i.e., only one type of supersonic aircraft is available for simulation in 2038). From this output, 
it is clear that the introduction of supersonic aircraft influences the subsonic aircraft allocation on both supersonic and non-
supersonic routes. The results show allocation of five daily round trips on the LAX–HNL route compared with only two daily 
round trips on the JFK–LHR route (despite the latter route’s greater popularity for SST, as evidenced by British Airways flying 
its Concorde on this route for several years). This anomaly in FLEET simulation results arises because FLEET represents 
demand carried by U.S flag carriers only. Hence, the LAX–HNL route has more demand in FLEET than the JFK–LHR route, thus 
explaining why there are more supersonic aircraft round trips on the former route. Future work will include estimating the 
overall demand on international routes by using the ratio of U.S. flag carriers and non-U.S. flag carriers on the route. The 
FLEET airline serves a total of 51 routes with supersonic aircraft in the year 2038 and a total of 73 routes with supersonic 
aircraft in the year 2050. 
 

Table 9. FLEET aircraft allocations on selected supersonic routes in 2038. 
 

 
 
Table 10 depicts the change in subsonic aircraft allocation when supersonic aircraft are made available for allocation to an 
airline fleet. This specific example shows the subsonic aircraft allocation on a non-supersonic-eligible route, EWR–LAS, for 

 

 

 

 



 

 

supersonic- and subsonic-only cases. As shown in the allocation chart, even though supersonic aircraft service is not available 
on this route, the subsonic aircraft allocation is different in the two cases. When the airline has supersonic aircraft available 
to use elsewhere in the route network, the allocation problem selects one future-in-class class 3 (single-aisle) aircraft round 
trip and 11 new-in-class class 4 (small twin-aisle) aircraft round trips to satisfy passenger demand on the EWR–LAS route. 
When executing FLEET with no supersonic aircraft available for service anywhere (i.e., the airline’s fleet is entirely subsonic 
aircraft), the allocation problem selects two new-in-class class 3 aircraft round trips, two best-in-class class 4 aircraft round 
trips, and nine new-in-class class 4 aircraft round trips to meet the EWR–LAS demand. Therefore, the total number of round 
trips per day differs: 12 when supersonic aircraft are available for use on other routes, and 13 when the airline has no 
supersonic aircraft. In addition, the subsonic aircraft used for round trips on the EWR–LAS route have newer technology 
(future-in-class aircraft have newer technology than new-in-class aircraft, and new-in-class aircraft have newer technology 
than best-in-class aircraft) when supersonic aircraft are available to use elsewhere in the network, relative to the technology 
when the airline has no supersonic aircraft. Therefore, given FLEET’s current modeling techniques, the introduction of 
supersonic aircraft in an airline fleet affects the utilization of the subsonic fleet. 
  

Table 10. FLEET Aircraft allocations on selected supersonic-ineligible route in 2038. 
 

 
 
Sensitivity study of supersonic aircraft acquisition cost 
The Purdue team performed a sensitivity study of the CTBG scenario to demonstrate the responsiveness (measured by fuel 
burn and number of supersonic routes with enplanements) of the FLEET airline to different cases of supersonic aircraft 
acquisition costs.  
 
The Purdue team defined three different study cases: “lower than nominal,” “nominal,” and “higher than nominal.” The lower-
than-nominal case represents a CTBG scenario in which the available notional medium placeholder SST has an acquisition 
cost that is 80% of the acquisition cost of the subsonic class 6 aircraft, whereas the nominal and higher-than-nominal cases 
represent CTBG scenarios in which the available notional medium placeholder SST aircraft have acquisition costs 100% and 
120% of the acquisition cost of the subsonic class 6 aircraft, respectively. For all three sensitivity study cases, the ticket price 
for supersonic passengers is unaffected by variations in supersonic aircraft cost and thus is fixed to the ticket price for the 
CTBG scenario in which the supersonic aircraft acquisition cost is nominal.  
 
Figure 40 shows the fuel burn from allocated supersonic aircraft, normalized to the total airline fuel burn in 2005, for all 
three sensitivity study cases during the FLEET simulation period from 2005 to 2050. From normalized fuel burn trends for 
the three study cases shown in Figure 40, the CTBG scenario with lower-than-nominal medium SST acquisition cost 
consistently yielded the most fuel burn throughout the simulation period, as achieved by the FLEET airline serving more 
supersonic-eligible routes and using more first-generation supersonic aircraft than in the CTBG scenarios with nominal and 
higher-than-nominal medium SST acquisition costs. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

Figure 40. Normalized supersonic fuel burn for SST acquisition cost sensitivity study. 
 
 

Task 5 - EDS Vehicle Modeling 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
 
Objective 
The top-level objective of this task is to model the supersonic vehicles needed to support the CAEP Exploratory study. 
However, during the period of performance, emphasis is placed on the business jet and medium SST classes.  
 
Research Approach 
To model the business jet and medium SST classes, the Georgia Tech researchers will utilize a well-established modeling 
environment for subsonic vehicles, EDS, as a starting point. The approach is to use the infrastructure of EDS and develop a 
modeling and simulation environment for SSTs called FASST. The infrastructure of EDS is to be modified to that depicted in 
Figure 41 to accommodate supersonic aircraft with the exception of the step labeled “configuration exploration.” The overall 
approach starts with defining the requirements and design mission and then proceeding to configuration exploration.  
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

Figure 41. FASST overall architecture. 
 
The configuration exploration step is partially done offline, in a brainstorming exercise in which likely candidates are 
developed with OpenVSP (NASA’s open source parametric geometry tool) and run through CART3D (NASA’s inviscid 
computational fluid dynamics tool) to examine the wave drag characteristics, make a configuration selection, and proceed 
to aerodynamic shaping to maximize the L/D ratio for the cruise condition. After the aerodynamic shaping is completed, a 
set of supersonic and subsonic drag polars is generated. The supersonic drag polars are generated in CART3D by sweeping 
vehicle angles of attack for multiple supersonic Mach numbers. The subsonic drag polars (i.e., Mach 0.3–0.8) are generated 
with the set of tools depicted in Figure 42. The subsonic aerodynamic module uses three empirically based aerodynamic 
codes from NASA to calculate lift and specific components of drag. OpenVSP’s Parasite Drag Tool, based on turbulent flat 
plate theory and form factor corrections, is used to compute parasite drag. Then, either AERO2S (NASA’s low-fidelity subsonic 
induced drag estimation tool) or WINDES (NASA’s low-fidelity supersonic induced drag estimation tool) is used to compute 
drag due to lift depending on the flight regime. Both of these codes are based on linearized aerodynamics assumptions with 
empirical data corrections to estimate lift and drag. The subsonic aerodynamic module computes the drag polar for a given 
Mach number, angle of attack, and aircraft geometric information. The last element of the aerodynamic module for FASST is 
the landing and takeoff (LTO) drag polars. Unfortunately, no low-fidelity methods are available to estimate the LTO 
aerodynamic performance; therefore, the Georgia Tech researchers are investigating the process and computational 
resources needed to generate a set of LTO drag polars by using computational fluid dynamics models based on the Reynolds-
averaged Navier–Stokes equations (CFD-RANS). After the process of generating a single set of LTO drag polars (as a function 
of aircraft angle of attack and flap deflections), the next step is to investigate a method to generate parametric LTO drag 
polars as a function of wing geometry. The propulsion module for FASST is the same as that of EDS, which is the Numerical 
Propulsion System Simulation (NPSS) using the Multi-Design Point (MDP) algorithm for on-design cycle analysis. The 
propulsion module also has a very different off-design power management algorithm form that of EDS. The aircraft 
component weight estimation is part of the vehicle synthesis process, which is performed with NASA’s Flight Optimization 
System (FLOPS).  
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Figure 42. Subsonic drag polar generation. Wave drag effects are neglected in subsonic aerodynamics. 
 
Another major difference between EDS and FASST is the iteration required between aerodynamic and propulsion modules. 
For subsonic vehicles, as the aircraft drag increases or decreases during the synthesis and sizing process, the engine can be 
scaled by using mass flow, and the only drag impact is the engine profile and parasitic drag due to the engine nacelle being 
sized up and down. For supersonic aerodynamics, the size of the engine affects the entire vehicle drag and lift characteristics 
because the engine is much more integrated into the airframe. Therefore, as the thrust requirements change during the 
sizing process, the aerodynamics characteristics must also be updated. A potential approach to solve this dilemma is to 
generate supersonic drag polars as a function of key aircraft parameters. After the aerodynamics, propulsion, and mission 
analysis (i.e., synthesis and sizing) modules converge, the resulting vehicle and engine are then used to predict LTO noise, 
emissions, and boom levels. If any of the last three analysis results are unacceptable, the aircraft and engine design will need 
to be changed, and the entire convergence loop is repeated until all metrics are satisfied. Currently, FASST is not envisioned 
to incorporate an optimizer to find the optimal configuration. It is envisioned as a framework to perform design space 
exploration to determine whether there is a feasible space that satisfies fuel burn, emission, LTO noise, and potentially 
boom.  
 
The subsequent section of the report describes the propulsion and airframe modeling performed during the period of 
performance, for both the medium SST and business jet SST, in more detail.  
 
Medium SST 
The medium SST was sized to cruise at Mach 2.2, carrying 55 passengers at 4,500 nmi with no subsonic mission segments.  
 
Propulsion system modeling 
Most subsonic aircraft use a high bypass ratio separate flow turbofan (SFTF), to move a greater amount of air rather than 
produce a high jet velocity, for high propulsive efficiency, thus resulting in low TSFC. The lower jet velocity is also desirable 
from a noise perspective. However, these engines have the drawback of large lapse rates in thrust with altitude, thus making 
them less desirable for supersonic aircraft, which are required to fly at much higher altitudes. To address this issue, a mixed 
flow turbofan (MFTF) architecture is chosen for this study. The MFTF is a simple modification of the SFTF accomplished by 
mixing the bypass and core flow before exiting through a single exhaust nozzle. The mixing of the two streams offers some 
efficiency gains and high specific thrust, which reduces the thrust lapse problem (Hartmann, 1967; Pearson, 1962). Although 
more advanced architectures exist that may provide even greater benefits, the MFTF was chosen because of its simplicity 
relative to an adaptive or variable cycle architecture (Welge et al., 2010).  
 
Classical cycle analysis sizes the engine (i.e., determines the airflow requirement to meet a certain requirement, such as 
thrust) for a single flight condition, such as takeoff. However, the engine must operate over a wide range of conditions, and 
thus the engine determined at the design flight condition may not meet requirements under other flight conditions. This 
classical method called “single design point” requires an iterative procedure whereby the design is updated and then 

 

 

 

 



 

 

reevaluated under other flight conditions. Multi-design point (MDP) is a technique developed by the Aerospace Systems 
Design Laboratory to size an engine to simultaneously ensure that requirements are met at multiple flight conditions 
(Schutte, 2009). This is enabled by the object-oriented structure of NPSS, which allows for copies of the design engine to be 
simulated at the same time as the design case. A system of equations can then be set up such that the independent design 
variables may be set by a numerical solver to meet specified targets for different flight conditions.  
 
Modeling method and assumptions  
A schematic is included in Figure 43, depicting the components in the engine model and their connectivity. This model 
inherited much of its structure from previous supersonic work done by Georgia Tech (Welge et al., 2010) with some changes. 
A different inlet map was used to parametrically model recovery as well as installation drag due to spillage, bypass, and 
bleed flow. The map was obtained from a library of maps in the PIPSI method (Kowalski & Atkins Jr., 1979) and models a 2D, 
four-ramp variable geometry inlet. The fan and high-pressure compressor (HPC) maps are generated with the NASA tool 
CMPGEN within the FASST environment to avoid the need for map scaling. The turbine maps are notional maps that are 
scaled, because the FASST environment does not currently include a routine for developing turbine maps. Turbine cooling 
flows are determined from the CoolIt subroutine developed at NASA, which models the required cooling flow as a function 

of metal temperature and the cooling effectiveness parameter Ñ𝜙𝜙 = f√ƒ≈∆f«»…ƒ 
f√ƒ≈∆fÀÃÃ 

Ö. A mixer gain term was used (0% for unmixed 

and 100% for perfectly mixed) to model how well the two streams mixed before expanding through the nozzle, to establish 
a loss of thrust due to imperfect mixing. The nozzle was modeled with discharge coefficient and gross thrust coefficient 
curves as a function of the pressure ratio from the previous supersonic work (Welge et al., 2010). This curve assumes a fixed 
geometry and therefore suffers from overexpansion and under expansion losses at any nozzle pressure ratio other than the 
peak. Consequently, the gross thrust coefficient was much lower under critical flight conditions, such as cruise, than would 
be expected from the literature (Kowalski & Atkins Jr., 1979). A preliminary method to address this used a 2% adder on the 
curve, which would not put the peak above 100% and would put the gross thrust coefficient for cruise around 97%. For 
preliminary estimates, 100 HP is extracted from the high-speed shaft. A fuel temperature of 700 °𝑅𝑅 was used to be more 
representative of heat loads on the aircraft on any preheating of the fuel before combustion.  
 

 
 

Figure 43. Engine schematic of clean sheet design for medium SST. 
 
MDP cycle setup 
As mentioned above, MDP allows for requirements under multiple flight conditions to be met simultaneously. To that end, 
several flight conditions of interest were determined along with relevant requirements for each of them. The flight conditions 
chosen are listed in Table 11. The Aerodynamic Design Point (ADP) is the sizing point of the engine and a reference point 
for defining the turbomachinery component performance. It was selected in this study to be a transonic acceleration point 
at which having enough thrust to get through without afterburners or the need to dive is critical. The top of climb (TOC) 
point is typically a critical point at which adequate thrust for a required rate of climb must be ensured. Additionally, this 
point is part of the supersonic cruise segment, and thus efficiency is of critical concern. The takeoff point ensures enough 
thrust at aircraft rotation. The takeoff and SLS points are typical points of interest for certification and to ensure sufficient 
thrust for takeoff. The NPSS solver was then used to determine a cycle that would meet the specified design targets listed in 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Table 12. Extraction ratios were set near 1.0 to avoid excessive mixing losses. Turbine inlet temperatures were set at a lower 
limit of 2800 °𝑅𝑅 to minimize cooling flow requirements. Fan specific flow was set at 49 

C@F
;	qJŒ

 to aid in fitting the fan inside the 

capture area, which corresponds to the nacelle dimensions. TOC thrust was set according to the drag data provided by the 
aerodynamic analysis and assumed weight from historical and other study data and a 300-fpm rate of climb. The takeoff and 
SLS thrust were set by assuming lapse rates from TOC to takeoff and takeoff to SLS. 
 

Table 11. Cycle design points for a medium SST engine. 
 

Flight Condition Mach Altitude 𝚫𝚫𝑻𝑻 
ADP 1.2 39,000 0 
TOC 2.2 55,000 0 

Takeoff 0.25 0 27 
SLS 0 0 0 

 
Table 12. NPSS cycle solver targets. 

 
Dependents Target 
Turbine First Vane Temperature, oR T4max 
Extraction Ratio at ADP 0.97 
Extraction Ratio at TOC 1.00 
Compressor Discharge Temperature, oR  2,800 
Inlet Capture Area Ratio at TOC 0.97 
Fan Specific Flow, lbm/s/ft2  49.0 
Net Thrust at TOC, lbf 16,575.7 
Net Thrust at Takeoff, lbf 27,269.7 
Net Thrust at SLS, lbf 32,082.0 

 
Off-design power management 
The off-design power management scheme for this engine was set up to determine fuel flow such that, starting from SLS, 
the engine would attempt to maintain the same thrust as the Mach number and altitude are increased, until 100% fan speed 
is reached. Then the fuel flow would be set to ensure 100% corrected fan speed until a turbine inlet temperature (T41) limit 
or maximum compressor exit temperature (T3) limit was encountered. 
 
Flow-path development and weight 
The flow path and weight model for the engine was developed with WATE++ during a previous supersonic study in which 
Georgia Tech was involved (Welge et al., 2010).  
 
Results  
The engine cycle presented is as of August 23 2019. Table 13 and Table 14 show the efficiencies, pressure losses, bleeds, 
and modeling assumptions used in the model at each of the design points for the MDP analysis of the current design. Table 
15 shows the cycle parameters and performance metrics at each of the design points of the current design. At the time of 
writing of this annual report, these propulsion results are still preliminary and have not been completely matched to aircraft 
performance.  

Table 13. Cycle modeling assumptions for a medium SST engine. 
 

Component ADP TOC TO SLS 
Inlet Recovery 97.8% 91.2% 99.8% 90.0% 
Fan Adiabatic Efficiency 87.1% 89.3% 90.3% 89.8% 
HPC Adiabatic Efficiency 88.8% 89.3% 89.8% 89.5% 
HPT Adiabatic Efficiency 92.0% 92.2% 92.5% 92.5% 
LPT Adiabatic Efficiency 93.0% 92.5% 92.9% 93.3% 
Nozzle Gross Thrust Coefficient 98.5% 97.1% 93.5% 92.9% 
Imperfect Mixing Coefficient 99.5% 99.5% 99.6% 99.6% 
Nozzle Discharge Coefficient 96.4% 96.3% 96.7% 97.3% 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Table 14. Cycle modeling assumptions for a medium SST engine (cont’d). 
 

Component ADP TOC TO SLS 
IGV Duct Pressure Loss 1.00% 
Duct 6 Pressure Loss 1.00% 
OGV Duct 1.50% 
Fuel LHV, BTU/lbm 18,580 
Fuel Temperature, oR 700 
Burner Efficiency 99.70% 
Burner Pressure Drop 4.00% 
Duct 11 Pressure Loss 0.00% 
Duct 13 Pressure Loss 3.00% 
Mixer Gain 70.00% 
Tailpipe Pressure Loss 2.00% 
Bypass Duct Pressure Loss 4.00% 
Customer Bleed, lbm/s 2.5 

 
Table 15. Cycle variables and performance metrics. 

 
 ADP TOC TO SLS  
Mach 1.2 2.2 0.25 0 
Altitude [kft] 39 55 0 0 
𝚫𝚫𝑻𝑻+ 𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰 0 0 27 0 
FPR 2.50 2.01 1.98 2.17 
BPR 0.649 0.768 0.794 0.740 
OPR 24.75 17.76 17.59 20.25 
Extraction Ratio 0.97 1.00 1.01 0.995 
T41 [R] 2,188.9 2,800.0 2,046.3 2,046.6 
T3 [R] 1,349.1 1,790.0 1,320.0 1,298.8 
Installed Net thrust [lbf] 13,238 16,576 27,270 32,082 
Installed TSFC [lbm/(hr × lbf)] 0.944 1.180 0.661 0.574 

 
Airframe modeling  
This section details the process of modeling the airframe including the cabin, vertical tail, area ruling, and aero shaping of 
the vehicle.  
 
Cabin sizing 
The passenger cabin was sized on the basis of the desired seat width and pitch, aisle width, and FAA requirements of 
emergency exits and the number of flight attendants for a 55-passenger vehicle. Research was performed on the current 
seat width/pitch of first-class seats in long domestic flights (e.g., JFK to LAX, approximately 6.5 h). The seat pitch, in general, 
was found to range from 32 in to 38 in. The seat width, in general, ranges from 18 in to 23.3 in. The values chosen for each 
class of the vehicle are as follows: 
 

Table 16. Seat pitch and width for medium SST cabin. 
 

Class Seat Pitch (in) Seat Width (in) 
First Class 32 21 

VIP 45 24 
 
The arm rests were chosen to be 3.0 in for the single seat in first class and the non-shared arm rest of the double seats in 
first class. The shared arm rest in first class and the arm rest in the VIP class were set to 3.5 in. The fuselage thickness was 
assumed to be 6 in, and the cabin cross-section was a circle of 10 ft diameter. Two exits in each side of the fuselage and 
two steward’s seats were added to fulfill the FAA requirements listed in 14 CFR 25.807 and 14 CFR 121.391. Two type I exits 
were used. One of increased width, equal to 36 in, and another with a width of 24 in, the minimum size set by regulations. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The final cabin layout also contained two lavatories and two galleys. The final cabin length was 80 ft. The following figures 
show the cabin layout and the first-class cross-section. 
 

 
 

Figure 44. Cross section of first-class cabin layout. 
 

 
 

Figure 45. Cabin layout for medium SST. 
 

 
 

Figure 46. Dimensions of cabin layout for medium SST. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Vertical tail sizing 
The vertical tail minimum area was determined by assuming a momentum imbalance due one engine out. It was assumed 
that the tail of the aircraft has no rudder and that the aircraft will fly at sideslip angle, 𝛽𝛽, equal to 15∘, as specified in 14 CFR 
Part 25.147. 
 
The tail minimum area, 𝑆𝑆JDGC, is defined by: 

𝑆𝑆JDGC =
𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑑

1
2𝜌𝜌𝑉𝑉

Ü𝐶𝐶◊|Ÿ§ÉE°Δ𝑋𝑋
 

where: 
• T is the thrust provided by the inoperative engine. 
• d is the distance between the center of the inoperative engine and the aircraft longitudinal axis. 
• 𝜌𝜌 is the air density at sea level. 
• 𝑉𝑉 is 1.3𝑉𝑉e⁄É (as required by 14 CFR 25.147). 

o 𝑉𝑉e⁄É corresponds to the reference stall speed at maximum landing weight with flaps in the approach 
position and the landing gear retracted. 

• 𝐶𝐶◊|Ÿ§ÉE° is the lift coefficient of the tail airfoil at a 15° angle with the free stream velocity. 

• Δ𝑋𝑋 is the distance between the center of gravity (CG) of the vehicle and the aerodynamic center of the tail. The CG 
of the aircraft was estimated by using a component buildup based on the geometry of the vehicle 

This analysis assumes that the aircraft is symmetric with respect to its longitudinal axis. The values used for the medium 
SST configuration were as follows: 
 

Table 17. Parameters used for vertical tail definition. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The minimum area for the tail was found to be 288.2 ftÜ. If the assumption that a rudder deflection can increase 𝐶𝐶◊|Ÿ§ÉE° to 
1 is made, the minimum tail area would be 230.5 ftÜ.  
 

Parameters Value 
T (lb) 27,429.7 
d (ft) 21.875 
𝝆𝝆 (slug/ft3) 0.002377 
𝑽𝑽𝑰𝑰𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺(ft/s) 228.3 
𝑪𝑪𝑳𝑳|𝜷𝜷§𝑺𝑺𝟏𝟏° 0.8 
𝚫𝚫𝑿𝑿 (ft) 24.8 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

Figure 47. Area ruling distribution plot. 
 
Area ruling 
With a cruise Mach of 2.2, the medium SST must minimize wave drag to increase efficiency. One way to decrease wave drag 
is to area rule an aircraft. Area ruling involves reducing area jumps along the length of the fuselage of the aircraft. To 
minimize these area jumps, the wing and engines were strategically placed along the length of the aircraft. The nose is very 
sharp leading to the body, the wing is moved forward, and as the wing ends, the rear engine and vertical tail prevent the 
area distribution from drastically changing. An area ruling plot corresponding to the configuration shown in Figure 51 is 
shown in Figure 47. In this figure, the smooth blue line represents an ideal Sears–Haack body, a shape demonstrated to 
minimize wave drag for supersonic flight, and the black line shows the total area distribution of the aircraft at the cruise 
Mach number. The other colored lines represent the area contributions of the separate aircraft components, such as the 
wing, fuselage, and engines. To minimize wave drag, the total area distribution should follow the Sears–Haack body curve 
as closely as possible.  
 
Aero shaping 
In the supersonic regime, small geometric aspects can have major effects on cruise efficiency. To address any of these 
performance-decreasing sections, we used inviscid computational fluid dynamics (CART3D) to analyze the supersonic 
performance of the aircraft. By visualizing the pressure distribution across the body of the aircraft, we identified areas of 
very high or low pressure, and these areas were smoothed or changed to prevent the pressure buildup. The major areas 
investigated were the cockpit-to-body angle and the diffusers mating the wing engines to the wings. Initially, the angle 
between the cockpit and body slowed the flow, thus creating a high-pressure region across the cockpit windscreen area. This 
slowed flow was then expanded drastically beyond Mach 1 aft of the cockpit, thus creating a large low-pressure region. 
These regions are shown in Figure 48.  
 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

Figure 48. Mach distribution across initial design. 
 
The cockpit angle was reduced to smooth out this localized pressure. Although this leads to poor pilot visibility, the aircraft 
is assumed to use an advanced vision system similar to the system integrated on the X-59 QueSST aircraft. Figure 49 shows 
the new cockpit-to-fuselage angle without the presence of the localized pressure. As can be seen in the figure, the top surface 
of the aircraft has much less variation in pressure and Mach number.  
 

 
 

Figure 49. Updated cockpit and fuselage configuration. 
 
The next area investigated was the diverters between the wing engines and the wings. This area generated very high 
pressures because of the airflow slowing when entering the junction between the nacelle and the wing. To fix this issue, 
diverters were included between the nacelle and the wing. A diverter starts at the leading edge of the nacelle and curves 
outward, matching the width of the nacelle by the time the engine mates with the wing. This geometry encourages the flow 
to move out of the engine-wing junction and prevents as much of a high-pressure region.  
 
Airframe–engine integration 
Many engine locations were considered before the two wing engines and single-tail engine were selected. The following 
figures show examples of engine locations considered. A three-engine configuration was chosen, with the rear engine being 
embedded into the top of the fuselage. This embedded engine allows for a better area distribution than some of the other 
configurations. It also allows for some fan noise shielding.  
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Figure 50. Three-engine rear cheeks. 

 
 

Figure 51. Three-engine belly. 

 
 

Figure 52. Two-engine S duct. 

 
 

Figure 53. Three-engine integrated nozzle. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  
 

Figure 54. Three-engine cheeks. 
 
A challenge in matching the engine and airframe is consistency in engine size. The drag polar developed by the aerodynamic 
analysis assumes a particular engine size in defining the airframe geometry. The resultant drag from this analysis determines 
the thrust requirements for the propulsion system. However, after the propulsion system is sized for the required thrust, the 
physical engine size may not match the size assumed for generating the drag polar, thus resulting in an iterative procedure 
between the aerodynamic and propulsion analysis to ensure consistency in engine size. To aid in this procedure, the Georgia 
Tech researchers decided to fix the engine inlet capture area (i.e., nacelle area) for both propulsion and aerodynamic analysis. 
The propulsion analysis would then attempt to find a cycle that would meet thrust requirements while maintaining a fixed 
inlet capture area. A challenge in this procedure was in determining how to size the engine. Normally, the engine would be 
sized for a thrust requirement; however, because the capture area was fixed, it became desirable to size the engine for a 
fixed capture area ratio (𝐴𝐴Ê/𝐴𝐴Á) to minimize the installation effects.  
 
Mission analysis 
This section presents the preliminarily chosen thrust-to-weight ratio and wing loading along with the mission profile and 
vehicle sizing results from the sizing tool FLOPS. 
 
Design point 
The thrust-to-weight ratio and the wing loading were defined with a constraint analysis tool built in the previous work for 
the project, by using the mission profile above. The thrust-to-weight ratio was set to 0.42, and the wing loading was set to 
106.0 lb/ft2. These values were chosen with the help of the preliminary tool developed in Task 2. This is designed to be able 
to fulfil the required mission and simultaneously minimize wing size and engine thrust to achieve a good design. 
 
Mission profile 
The vehicle was sized for a mission with a total range (excluding reserve mission) of 4500 nmi. The chosen mission profile 
was as follows: 

• Takeoff: Mach = 0–0.30 at altitude of 0 ft 
• Subsonic climb: M = 0.30–0.95; altitude changing from 0 ft to 35,000 ft 
• Supersonic climb: M = 0.95–2.20; altitude changing from 35,000 ft to 55,000 ft 
• Cruise: constant Mach number and altitude; M = 2.25 and altitude of 55,000 ft 
• Descent: deceleration from M = 2.25–0.30; altitude decreasing from 55,000 ft to 0 ft  

The reserve mission was defined as follows: 
• Reserve fuel available: equal to 10% of total fuel used in main mission 
• Total hold time: 30 min 
• Climb: from 0 to 10,000 ft, with M increasing up to 0.35 
• Cruise: 10,000 ft at M = 0.35 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Figure 55. Mission profile for medium SST. 
 
Vehicle sizing 
The vehicle sizing loop was performed with FLOPS. The vehicle was defined by using the aerodynamic and propulsion 
information defined in this report along with the mission profile discussed above. The preliminary vehicle characteristics 
results are shown in Table 18 and Table 19. Again, these results are preliminary at the writing of this annual report. 
 

Table 18. Key metrics for medium SST (preliminary). 
 

Key Metric Value 
Takeoff Gross Weight, lbs 29,389 
Design Cruise Mach 2.2 
Wing Reference Area (ft2) 2,777.3 
Design Range (nmi) 4,500 
Cruise L/D 6.35 

 
Table 19. Weight breakdown of medium SST (preliminary). 

 

Component Weight  
(lbs) 

% Empty 
Weight (lbs)  Component (Cont’d) Weight  

(lbs) 
% Empty 

Weight (lbs) 
Wing 18,111 18.27  Control Surfaces 3,828 3.86 
Horizontal Tail 0 0.00  Auxiliary Power 719 0.73 
Vertical Tail 665 0.67  Instruments 974 0.98 
Fuselage 16,057 16.20  Hydraulics 2,175 2.19 
Landing Gear 7,385 7.45  Electricals 2,587 2.61 
Nacelle 5,784 5.84  Avionics 1,530 1.54 
Structures Total 48,003 48.43   Air Conditions 3,265 3.29 
Engines 31,925 32.21  Anti-icing 237 0.24 
Propulsion Miscellaneous 1,370 1.38  Systems and Equipment Total 15315 15.45 
Fuel System: Tanks and Plumbing 2,505 2.53  Weight Empty 99118 100.00 
Propulsion Total 35,800 36.12     

 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Business jet SST 
The business jet SST was sized to cruise at Mach 1.4 carrying eight passengers, at 4,500 nmi with no subsonic mission 
segments.  
 
Propulsion system modeling 
An MFTF was also modeled for this aircraft to follow the selected architecture chosen by Aerion (Bogaisky, 2018). Unlike the 
medium SST commercial vehicle, this engine was not a clean sheet design but instead was a re-fanned derivative of the 
CFM56. For this work, Georgia Tech remodeled their in-house CFM56 model to be a MFTF. 
 
Modeling method and assumptions 
A schematic is included in Figure 56, depicting the components in the engine model and their connectivity. There are a few 
differences between the model setup for this engine and the one described above for the medium SST engine, owing to the 
different heritage of each engine. The model for this aircraft was derived from the Georgia Tech in-house CFM56 model for 
subsonic applications, whereas the medium SST model was a clean sheet design whose model setup was inherited primarily 
from past supersonic work by Georgia Tech (Welge et al., 2010).  
 

 
 

Figure 56. Engine schematic of derivative CFM56. 
 
The main differences are that this model includes a bypass leakage and a different setup of ducts to account for total 
pressure losses. The sequential duct 4 and duct 6 could have been combined into a single pressure loss element but is the 
result of having removed an additional compressor between duct 4 and duct 6. Because this did not affect the model, it was 
left to minimize changes to the model. Unlike the medium SST engine, which was developed within the MDP framework 
described above, this engine was developed by following a classical single design point approach. The engine was sized at 
a Mach 1.4 and 50,000 ft at standard day conditions. Two other off-design points of SLS and takeoff on a hot day were 
examined. The flight conditions are summarized in Table 21. The design point modeling assumptions are included in Table 
20. The inlet is currently modeled with a specified recovery, and there is no consideration for the installation effects of inlet 
drag due to spillage, bypass, or bleed. The maps used for the HPC, high-pressure turbine (HPT), and low-pressure turbine 
(LPT) came from the in-house CFM56 model at Georgia Tech, but a new fan map was developed with the NASA tool CMPGEN. 
Turbine cooling flows were set by using an in-house-upgraded version of the CoolIt subroutine according to the methods of 
Young and Wilcock (2002), accounting for more detailed geometry. The nozzle was modeled by using a discharge coefficient 
from (Thornock & Brown, 1972) for a 15° convergent section and gross thrust coefficient for a 12° divergent section from 
(Kuchar, 1989), both as functions of the nozzle pressure ratio. A mixer gain term was used (0% for unmixed and 100% for 
perfectly mixed) to model how well the two streams mixed before expanding through the nozzle to establish a loss of thrust 
due to imperfect mixing.  
 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Table 20. Design point modeling assumptions. 
 

Component Value  Component (Cont’d) Value 
Inlet Recovery 99.5%  LPT Adiabatic Efficiency 89.96% 
Fan Adiabatic Efficiency 87%  LPT Non-Chargeable Cooling 5.13% 
Duct 4 Pressure Loss 0.48%  LPT Chargeable Cooling 2.06% 
Duct 6 Pressure Loss 1.01%  Duct 13 Pressure Loss 1.07% 
HPC Adiabatic Efficiency 73.13%  Mixer Gain 75% 
Fuel LHV 18,580 

Btu/lbm 
 Tailpipe Pressure Loss 0% 

Burner Efficiency 98.27%  Nozzle Gross Thrust Coefficient 96.90% 
Burner Pressure Drop 5.40%  Nozzle Discharge Coefficient 97.50% 
HPT Adiabatic Efficiency 87.07%  Bypass Duct Pressure Loss 1.49% 
HPT Non-Chargeable Cooling 6.67%  Customer Bleed 0.00% 
HPT Chargeable Cooling 10.09%  Bypass Leakage 0.5% 
Duct 11 Pressure Loss 0.51%    

 
Off-design power management 
A simple power management scheme was chosen for this engine such that fuel flow is set to ensure 100% corrected fan 
speed unless a maximum turbine inlet temperature constraint is reached.  
 
Results  
The results as of August 2019 are shown in Table 21 for each of the three flight conditions examined. 
 

Table 21. Refanned CFM56 derivative performance. 
 

 Design Takeoff SLS 
Mach 1.4 0.25 0.0 

Altitude [kft] 50 0 0 
𝚫𝚫𝑻𝑻+ 𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰 [°𝑺𝑺] 0 27 27 
Net Thrust [lbf] 3,330 12,416 14,543 

TSFC [𝐥𝐥𝐥𝐥𝐥𝐥/(𝐥𝐥𝐥𝐥𝐥𝐥 ∙ 𝐡𝐡)] 0.970 0.664 0.543 
BPR 2.35 2.37 2.36 
T41 3,181 3,043 3,020 
T3 1,607 1,557 1,543 

OPR 24.9 22.3 22.4 
FPR 2.0 1.89 1.89 

HPCPR 12.6 12.0 12.0 
Extraction Ratio 1.1 1.11 1.11 

NPR 5.85 1.86 1.79 
 
Airframe modeling 
This section details the process of modeling the airframe, including the cabin, vertical tail, area ruling, and aero shaping of 
the vehicle.  
 
Cabin sizing  
A notional cabin layout for the business jet SST was made. It was assumed that the fuselage width would be 7.8 ft. The total 
cabin length was 30 ft.  
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

Figure 57. Notional cabin layout for business jet SST. 
 

 
 

Figure 58. Dimensions of cabin layout for business jet SST. 
 

Vertical tail sizing 
The same procedure used to calculate the vertical tail size of the medium SST was used for this configuration. The values 
used for the business jet SST configuration were as follows: 
 

Table 22. Parameters for vertical tail sizing of business jet SST. 
 

Parameter Value 
T (lbf) 30,000 
d (ft) 22.5 
𝝆𝝆 (slug/𝐥𝐥𝐭𝐭𝟑𝟑) 0.002377 
𝑽𝑽𝑰𝑰𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺(ft/s) 243.9 
𝑪𝑪𝑳𝑳|𝜷𝜷§𝑺𝑺𝟏𝟏° 1.0 
𝚫𝚫𝑿𝑿 (ft) 97.5 

 
The minimum area for the tail was found to be 108 ftÜ. 
 
Area ruling 
During the conceptual design, the minimization of wave drag governed the aerodynamic shaping of the aircraft. This drag 
contribution can be calculated by using slender body theory and supersonic area ruling (Whitcomb, 1966). Because area 
ruling has been shown to reduce the wave drag, the aircraft design process was shaped by continually checking the cross-
sectional area distribution from nose to tail. The design that has the smoothest changes in area is best suited for the 
supersonic regime. The area distribution was visualized with OpenVSP’s Wave Drag tool, a NASA program used for rapid 
conceptual vehicle design.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

Aero shaping 
The main design considerations for the business jet SST were number of engines, engine location, wing sweep and planforms, 
and type of tail.  
 
The initial designs had three engines to reach a compromise between having low takeoff weight and minimizing the impact 
of engine failure—criteria used during FAA aircraft certification. The engines had a 2D design (Raymer, 2004), which converts 
kinetic energy into pressure and is adaptable over a wide range of flow conditions, angles of attack and mass flows, but has 
heavier intakes. Initially, the aircraft had only two engines attached to the fuselage aft of the wings and one engine on top 
of the fuselage. This design was changed to two engines under the wings and one engine embedded to bottom of the 
fuselage, because placing the engines at the wing kink minimizes the addition of structural weight and has minimal effects 
on the generation of lift, and the engine at the root of the tail reduces the total wetted area (Mattingly, 2002). Furthermore, 
the embedded engine shields forward propagating noise (Crichton et al., 2007) and reduces drag (de la Rosa Blanco, 2007). 
These advantages outweighed the disadvantage of having embedded engines that take up fuselage space.  
 
The choice of the wing planform shape and location was governed by wave drag. The fundamental objective was to reduce 
the wave drag, which can be a substantial contribution to the overall drag in the supersonic regime. A double delta wing was 
selected to be the planform of the vehicle because it is a good compromise between the subsonic and supersonic flight 
regimes. The high sweep inboard wing is used to keep the wing within the Mach cone when flying in supersonic speeds, and 
the low seep outboard wing generates more lift in subsonic speeds than a traditional delta wing. If the inboard sweep lies 
outside the Mach cone, a shockwave forms on the wing, thus leading to inefficiency due to increased drag. By decreasing 
the sweep outboard, the takeoff and landing performance of the plane is improved, because a pure delta wing would require 
a very high angle of attack in this low-speed regime. Another benefit of a double delta wing is that it increases the aspect 
ratio, thus decreasing the induced drag in the subsonic regime. For this reason, the double delta wing was chosen as the 
planform. Figure 59 presents the original wing, which has sharp changes in the sweep, unlike the smooth wing seen in Figure 
60 (right). The design was modified from a sharp wing to a smooth, curved wing because the ogive-like wing has been shown 
to reduce supersonic drag (Rech & Leyman, 1981).  
 
With the wing planform shape chosen, the next step was to determine the location of the wing on the fuselage. Of the three 
option—low wing, mid wing, and high wing—the mid-wing was immediately eliminated, because the wing spars would pass 
through the passenger cabin. A high wing, typically seen on military transports, allows for easier loading and unloading but 
makes maintenance difficult. A low wing allows for stowing away large landing gear, which facilitates rotation during takeoff, 
especially for delta wing aircraft with high takeoff angles of attack. Moreover, a low wing combined with under-wing engines 
allows for easier servicing for both the wing and engines. For this reason, the wing was placed below the fuselage. 
 
A T-tail was used to decrease sonic boom (Li et al., 2008) and because the end plate effect for vertical tail allows for a reduced 
vertical tail size and minimization of induced drag (Ozgen, 2017). Although the aircraft has a heavier structure and is prone 
to deep stall for high angles of attack (Scholz, 2017), the decrease in sonic boom was a key advantage. A comparison of the 
first designs is shown in Figure 59 and Figure 60. 
 
  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 

Figure 59. Comparison between iterations for business jet SST – First design: fuselage and tail-mounted engines. 
 

 
 

Figure 60. Comparison between design iterations for business jet SST – Later designs: wing mounted and fuselage 
embedded engines. 

 

 
 

Figure 61. Single-swept, two-engine design. 
 
After additional propulsion analysis, a two-engine design was adopted, and the aircraft was redesigned. This design featured 
two podded engines in the aft of the aircraft to optimize the aircraft for supersonic area ruling. The wing was also changed 
from a double delta wing to a singular sweep aircraft with a leading edge extension, or strake, because the cruise Mach 
number proved to be low enough to avoid the additional complexity of the double delta design. This updated design is 

 

 

 

 



 

 

shown in Figure 61. As of August 2019, the business jet design was switched to an existing model from NASA at the sponsor’s 
request.  
 
Mission analysis 
This section presents the preliminarily chosen thrust-to-weight ratio and wing loading along with the mission profile and 
vehicle sizing results from the sizing tool FLOPS. 
 
Design point 
The thrust-to-weight ratio and the wing loading were defined by using a constraint analysis tool built in the previous work 
for the project, by using the mission profile above. The thrust-to-weight ratio was set to 0.49, and the wing loading was set 
to 89 lb/ft2. 
 
Mission profile 
The vehicle was sized for a mission with a total range (excluding reserve mission) of 4,500 nmi. The chosen mission profile 
was as follows: 

• Takeoff: Mach = 0–0.3 at altitude of 0 ft 
• Subsonic climb: M = 0.3–0.95; altitude changing from 0 ft to 35,000 ft 
• Transonic climb: M = 0.95–1.2; altitude changing from 35,000 ft to 41,000 ft 
• Supersonic climb: M = 1.2–1.4; altitude changing from 41,000 ft to 53,683 ft 
• Cruise climb: constant Mach number and gradual increase in altitude; M = 1.4 and maximum altitude of 55,000 ft 
• Descent: deceleration from M = 1.4–0.3; altitude decreasing from 55,000 ft to 0 ft. 

  

 
 

Figure 62. Mission profile for business jet SST. 
 
Vehicle sizing 
The vehicle sizing loop was performed by using FLOPS. The vehicle was defined by using the aerodynamic and propulsion 
information defined in this report along with the mission profile discussed above. The preliminary vehicle characteristics 
results are shown in Table 23 and Table 24. Again, these results are preliminary at the writing of this annual report. 
  

 

 

 

 



 

 

Table 23. Key parameters for business jet SST (preliminary). 
 

Key Metric Value 
Takeoff Gross Weight, lbs 140,486 
Design Cruise Mach 1.4 
Wing Reference Area (ft2) 1,578.5 
Design Range (nmi) 4,000 
Cruise L/D 10.0 

 
The preliminary weight breakdown for the vehicle is as follows: 
 

Table 24. Weight breakdown of business jet SST (preliminary). 
 

Component Weight  
(lbs) 

% Empty 
Weight (lbs)  Component (Cont’d) Weight  

(lbs) 
% Empty 

Weight (lbs) 
Wing 32,012 40.10  Control Surfaces 2,495 3.13 
Horizontal Tail 0 0.00  Instruments 478 0.60 
Vertical Tail 804 1.01  Hydraulics 894 1.12 
Fuselage 10,438 13.08  Electricals 1,549 1.94 
Landing Gear 4,990 6.25  Avionics 1,070 1.34 
Nacelle 2,155 2.70  Furnishings and Equipment 2,427 3.04 
Structures Total 50400 63.14   Air Conditions 1,047 1.31 
Engines 15,576 19.51  Anti-icing 173 0.22 
Thrust Reverser 2,341 0.56  Systems and Equipment Total 10,132 12.69 
Propulsion Miscellaneous 449 0.56  Weight Empty 79,823 100.00 
Fuel System – Tanks and Plumbing 926 1.16     
Propulsion Total 19,291 24.17     

 
Publications 
Submitted conference proceedings 
Jain, S., Ogunsina, K., Chao, H., Crossley, W. A., & DeLaurentis, D. A. (2020). Predicting routes for, number of operations of, 

and fleet-level impacts of future commercial supersonic aircraft on routes touching the United States. Abstract 
submitted to AIAA Aviation Forum for presentation in June 2020. 

 
Outreach Efforts 
Multiple interactions with government, industry, and academia have occurred during the course of the project. 
 
ASCENT 10: Aircraft Technology Modeling and Assessment, oral presentation to ASCENT Spring Advisory Committee Meeting, 
GT, Atlanta GA, April 2019.  
 
Awards 
None. 
 
Student Involvement  
The Georgia Tech student team consists of seven graduate research assistants (GRA). At the beginning of the project, all 
seven GRAs engaged in determining supersonic configurations for both the business jet and medium SST, and then the team 
was divided into geometry, aerodynamics, propulsion, weights, noise, mission analysis, and fleet assessment, with each 
student taking on multiple topics. GRA leads were identified for each topic. Ms. Taylor Fazzini was the student lead for 
aerodynamics; Mr. Edan Baltman was the student lead for propulsion; Ms. Barbara Sampaio was the student lead for weights; 
Mr. Kevyn Tran was the student lead for geometry; Mr. Nikhil Iyengar was the student lead for noise; Mr. Rick Hong was the 
student lead for mission analysis; and Mr. Thomas Dussage was the student lead for fleet assessment.  
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The Purdue team includes three graduate students in the effort, all of whom have been conducting tasks in support of the 
effort. Samarth Jain has just obtained an MS degree and is continuing at Purdue for PhD studies. Kolawole Ogunsina and 
Hsun Chao are continuing as PhD students. 
 
Plans for Next Period 
Georgia Tech 
The Georgia Tech team investigated routes that would be capable of carrying enough demand to fill a 50- to 60-seat 
supersonic aircraft with significant time advantages. It was also demonstrated that an estimate of vehicle demand can be 
converted to equivalent passenger traffic in GREAT.  
 
The preliminary modeling of supersonic vehicles developed a parametric capability to explore the design constraints for 
potential future supersonic aircraft design. This is valuable because it allows users to explore specific aircraft capabilities or 
mission requirements and their influences on the engine and aerodynamic efficiency of the aircraft, as well as a simplified 
mission performance and weight analysis that results in preliminary estimates of fuel efficiency for a potential aircraft. This 
results in multipliers of several new aircraft concepts relative to a reference subsonic aircraft type. The resulting fuel intensity 
of these new types is in the several multiples of a standard single aisle reference aircraft. 
 
This phase of the effort investigated the ability of AEDT to model supersonic aircraft, which it can do but is not well 
supported. The results obtained from existing or other aircraft developed for other research efforts show specific modeling 
gaps that influence the accuracy of any potential supersonic aircraft model in AEDT. These modeling gaps resulted in specific 
recommendations for improving the future modeling capabilities of AEDT. 
 
The fleet analysis tools were expanded to specifically include a separate category for supersonic aircraft. The results for the 
fleet analysis obtained from GREAT/IDEA, which include several of the supersonic concept aircraft for the first time, are the 
first attempts at incorporating potential supersonic aircraft into the fleet analysis frameworks. The range of the results shows 
a relatively modest impact of CO2 emissions for only a few daily flights on a very limited number of routes. However, following 
some prior market assessments of a potential demand of more than 1,000 supersonic aircraft over a 10-year period, the 
results show a potentially very significant increase in CO2 emissions of aviation. 
 
Future work—shown in the second-year proposal for the current supersonic effort—will focus on reducing the modeling 
uncertainty in the demand for supersonic aircraft as well as expanding the estimates for supersonic aircraft in the KEIs. The 
team will also work with the AEDT developers to improve the modeling of supersonic aircraft and enable their accurate 
representation in the software. Additionally, the fleet-level modeling of supersonic aircraft will focus on expanding the 
environmental metrics as well as incorporating new models. Finally, the team will develop high-fidelity EDS models of two 
potential supersonic aircraft that will allow much higher fidelity of the environmental performance of these aircraft. This also 
will allow investigations into the optimum design and operation of these potential new aircraft. 
 
Purdue 
The Purdue team successfully demonstrated FLEET’s capabilities for modeling and analyzing the introduction of commercial 
supersonic aircraft to an existing all-subsonic airline fleet model. This demonstration has shown that FLEET is capable of 
adjusting scenarios developed by ASCENT 10 Project partners (in the first phase of the ASCENT 10 project) to accommodate 
for the availability of supersonic aircraft in the airline fleet and, as such, provides some unique features that benefit the FAA 
in tackling challenging fleet-level emissions forecasting problems. 
 
The preliminary results from FLEET by using the placeholder supersonic aircraft model indicate an increase in the fleet-level 
total fuel burn for the subsonic-only fleet mix compared with a mix including supersonic aircraft along with subsonic aircraft. 
In the fleet-mix scheme in which supersonic aircraft become available, the future total fuel burn exceeds that predicted for 
the subsonic-only fleet by an amount larger than would be expected for the number of supersonic aircraft operated by the 
airline. When the allocation approach first satisfies passenger demand for business class and above with supersonic aircraft 
and subsequently satisfies remaining demand with the subsonic fleet, the results indicate a different use, retirement, and 
acquisition of the subsonic fleet from that predicted in the subsonic-only fleet mix scheme. These changes lead to the 
increased fleet-level fuel burn trend observed in the preliminary results. At this time, the results still rely on Purdue’s 
simplistic placeholder model for the A10 notional medium SST aircraft, and therefore, the predicted values for fuel burn 
should not be viewed with high support; the ability to find these trends via FLEET is the more important conclusion at this 
point in the effort. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The FLEET results—using the placeholder supersonic aircraft model and the simplistic route deviation approach—provide 
first estimates of which routes in the FLEET network will have supersonic aircraft service, how many round trips the 
supersonic aircraft would perform on those routes, and the number of passengers carried on these supersonic flights. 
 
Future work (elucidated in detail in the third-year proposal for the current supersonic effort) will include repeating the various 
studies by using the recently available A10 notional medium SST aircraft model from the Georgia Tech research team. 
Additionally, the Purdue team will continue to coordinate with the Georgia Tech team to have consistent supersonic aircraft 
routing, so FLEET will use flight distances based on Georgia Tech’s supersonic aircraft route optimization algorithm. 
 
The Purdue team plans to develop a passenger choice model that can replace the supersonic passenger demand assumption 
of 5% of the total passenger demand. The current idea for this model will combine both the value of travel time to help 
monetize time savings, which will be a major contributor, and a relationship between trip duration and volume per passenger 
to help address considerations of comfort, which will be a minor contributor. 
 
The preliminary results presented in this report are based on the allocation approach, which satisfies travel demand first by 
using supersonic aircraft and next by using subsonic aircraft. In the near term, the Purdue team intends to replace this 
“supersonic-first” allocation approach with a “simultaneous” allocation approach wherein the supersonic and subsonic aircraft 
are allocated together on the basis of supersonic and subsonic passenger demand.  
 
Future work will also include assessing the fleet-level advantage of having different types and sizes of supersonic aircraft, 
defined by certain operational specifications (e.g., Mach cutoff over land) and passenger capacity (e.g., 100-seat supersonic 
aircraft), available to the FLEET airline. 
 
Table 25 shows the expected objectives and contributions developed among Georgia Tech, Purdue, and FAA. It shows the 
expected contributions by task and university. This table highlights the plans for the next research period for Georgia Tech. 
Full details on these plans can be found in the third-year proposal submitted earlier in the summer. Table 26 shows the 
anticipated list of Milestones for the Georgia Tech portion:  
 

Table 25. University contributions for year 3. 
 

Objectives Georgia Tech Purdue 

1 

Fleet 
Assumptions and 
Demand 
Assessment 

Expand airline cost model: Capture vehicle 
performance sensitivities (passenger capacity, cruise 
Mach number); evaluate which size vehicle is most 
likely to be able to close the business case 

Fleet assumption, ticket price, 
and demand model 

2 Fleet Analysis 

Develop assumptions for supersonic scenarios relative 
to 12 previously developed subsonic focused fleet 
scenarios; perform fleet analysis with the gradual 
introduction of SST vehicles into the fleet. 

Fleet impact assessment 

3 
AEDT Vehicle 
Definition 

Develop methods to model supersonic flights in AEDT N/A 

4 

Support CAEP 
Supersonic 
Exploratory 
Study 

FASST vehicle modeling:  
Develop an additional SST class for 100 passengers 
Develop an AEDT coefficient generation algorithm for 
the BADA3 supersonic coefficient 
Perform trade studies to support the CAEP Supersonic 
Exploratory Study 
Assess interdependencies for SST 

FLOPS or similar;  
Integrate FASST results;  
Develop supersonic noise 
model for FLEET 

 

 

 

 



 

 

5 
BADA4 
Coefficient 
Generation 

Develop, implement, and test BADA4 coefficient 
generation algorithms; 
identify gaps and needs for BADA4 coefficient 
generation for SST  

N/A 

6 Coordination 

Coordinate with entities involved in the CAEP 
Supersonic Exploratory Study  
Coordinate with the clean sheet supersonic engine 
design project  

Coordinate with entities 
involved in the CAEP 
Supersonic Exploratory Study 

 
Table 26. List of anticipated milestones for the next research period (Georgia Tech). 

 
Milestone Planned Due Date 
1. Fleet Assumptions and Demand Analysis August 31, 2020 
2. Fleet Analysis August 31, 2020 
3. Cruise NOx Emissions Prediction February 28, 2020 
4. AEDT Supersonic Modeling (All but 3.6) August 31, 2020 
5. 100-Passenger SST Vehicle Definition  April 30, 2020 
6. Initial CAEP Exploratory Study Results August 31, 2020 
7. BADA4 Coefficient Generation Algorithm April 30, 2020 
8. Subset of EDS BADA4 Coefficient Generated August 31, 2020 

 
Table 27 highlights the plans for the next research period for Purdue. Full details on these plans can be found in the second-
year proposal submitted earlier in the summer. 
 

Table 27. List of anticipated milestones for the next research period (Purdue). 
 

Milestone Planned Due Date 

• Update the baseline year for route network topology, passenger demand 
distribution, and initial fleet composition to 2015 

• Develop and test passenger choice model based on the “effective cost” 
metric 

January 2020 

• Provide updated supersonic demand scenario information based on updated 
baseline year and network topology  

• Investigate effect of supersonic aircraft operations on subsonic aircraft 
operations and pricing 

• Update the aircraft retirement and acquisition models in FLEET 
• Develop “textbook” models for 55-seat, 10-seat, and 100-seat supersonic 

aircraft to support FLEET 

April 2020 

• Integrate type 1, type 2, and type 3 supersonic aircraft models for different 
seat capacities in FLEET 

• Identify airport/certification noise metrics for all aircraft, including 
supersonic, and implement airport noise area constraint approach in FLEET 

June 2020 

• Develop a separate FLEET-like tool to assess business jet operations and 
their subsequent impacts on fleet allocation 

• Use aircraft representations from Georgia Tech teammates into FLEET, and 
provide FLEET results with these models 

July 2020 

• Coordinate with colleagues at Georgia Tech to provide a project report 
summarizing this third phase of work, studying the introduction of 
supersonic aircraft 

August 2020 
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Appendix: Scenarios 
 
The final set of scenarios developed in the previous phase of this project, with settings for each, is detailed in Table A1 to 
Table A3. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

Figure A1. Scenario tree overview. 
 
Table A1 to Table A3 show the final matrix of scenarios. The scenarios are listed by row, whereas the columns list the final 
worldview descriptors with specific settings for each scenario. Each cell is colored from low to nominal to high settings. 
  

Aircraft Technology Energy PriceEconomic Growth

Sc
en

ar
io

s

Low

Low Nominal Low Demand +
Low R&D

High
Low Environmental 

Bounds —High“

Nominal High Demand + 
Low R&D

Nominal Nominal Nominal Current Trends 
—Best Guess“

High

Low
Nominal Low Demand + 

High R&D

High Environmental 
Bounds —Low“

Nominal Nominal Current Trends + 
High R&D

High Nominal High Demand + 
High R&D

* ”Frozen technology‘ scenario not shown above
Also evaluate with mission spec. changes

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
Table A1. Matrix of scenarios and demand and economic model factors. 

 

 

 
 

GDP Growth 
(%/year)

Energy Price 
($/bbl)

Population 
Growth (%/year)

International 
Trade (%/year 
Asia)

Industry 
Competetivenes
s (cent/ASM)

Airport Noise 
Limitations (% airports 
noise limited in 
future)

Cost of CO2 
Emissions 
($/MT)

Current Trends "Best Guess" 2.8 77 0.58 4.3 12 25 21

Current Trends + High R&D 2.8 77 0.58 4.3 12 25 21

Current Trends + High R&D + 
Mission Spec.

2.8 77 0.58 4.3 12 25 21

Current Trends Frozen Tech - In-
Production Only

2.8 77 0.58 4.3 12 25 21

Environmental "Bounds" - Low 1.8 181 0.45 3.3 12 95 85

Environmental "Bounds" - High 4 41 0.68 5.9 12 4 0

High Demand (Including Global) + 
High R&D

4 77 0.58 5.9 12 25 21

High Demand (Including Global) + 
Low R&D

4 77 0.58 5.9 12 25 21

Low Demand (Including Global) + 
High R&D

1.8 77 0.58 3.3 12 25 21

Low Demand (Including Global) + 
Low R&D

1.8 77 0.58 3.3 12 25 21

Very High Demand with Noise Limits - 
Low R&D 4 41 0.68 5.9 12 95 0

Very High Demand with Noise Limits - 
High R&D 4 41 0.68 5.9 12 95 0

High
Nominal
Low

 

 

 

 



 

 

Table A2. Matrix of scenarios and fleet evolution model factors. 
 

 

Fleet Evolution Schedule
Aircraft 
Retirement

Production Capacity

Current Trends "Best Guess"
Nominal - Twin Aisle 

First in 2020s
Nominal No Limits

Current Trends + High R&D

Nominal - Twin Aisle First in 
2020s; Adjusted sequence if 

necessary for first 
application of new 

configuration/ architecture/ 
mission spec. change

Nominal No Limits

Current Trends + High R&D + 
Mission Spec.

Nominal - Twin Aisle First in 
2020s; Adjusted sequence if 

necessary for first 
application of new 

configuration/ architecture/ 
mission spec. change

Nominal No Limits

Current Trends Frozen Tech - In-
Production Only

Nominal - Twin Aisle 
First in 2020s

Nominal No Limits

Environmental "Bounds" - Low
Nominal - Single Aisle 

First in 2020s
Early (relative to 
historical data)

No Limits

Environmental "Bounds" - High
Nominal - Twin Aisle 

First in 2020s
Late (relative to 
historical data)

Limits

High Demand (Including Global) + 
High R&D

Nominal - Twin Aisle 
First in 2020s

Nominal No Limits

High Demand (Including Global) + 
Low R&D

Nominal - Twin Aisle 
First in 2020s

Nominal No Limits

Low Demand (Including Global) + 
High R&D

Nominal - Twin Aisle 
First in 2020s

Nominal No Limits

Low Demand (Including Global) + 
Low R&D

Nominal - Twin Aisle 
First in 2020s

Nominal No Limits

Very High Demand with Noise Limits - 
Low R&D

Nominal - Twin Aisle 
First in 2020s

Late (relative to 
historical data)

Limits

Very High Demand with Noise Limits - 
High R&D

Nominal - Twin Aisle 
First in 2020s

Late (relative to 
historical data)

Limits

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
Table A3. Matrix of scenarios and aircraft technology model factors. 

 

 
 

Amount and Speed 
of Technology R&D 
Investment (relative)

TRL 9 Dates
Benefit 
Levels

Aircraft Configurations Engine Architectures
Mission Specification 
Changes

Current Trends "Best Guess" 1.02 Medium Medium

“Gen 1” Advanced High 
AR Wing Type 2035+ 
(check median gen 1 
TRL 9 date response)

"Gen 1" as expected; 
"Gen 2" Open Rotor 
Type Benefits 2035+

None

Current Trends + High R&D 1.71
Early - Emphasis 

over benefit level
High

All 3 generations as 
responded in surveys, 
Gen 1 2025+, Gen 2/3 

2035+

All 3 generations as 
responded in surveys, 

Gen 2/3 2035+
None

Current Trends + High R&D + 
Mission Spec.

1.71
Early - Emphasis 

over benefit level
High

All 3 generations as 
responded in surveys, 
Gen 1 2025+, Gen 2/3 

2035+

All 3 generations as 
responded in surveys, 

Gen 2/3 2035+

3 generations. 2nd gen 
redesign for cruise 
speed reduction. 

Include range variants

Current Trends Frozen Tech - In-
Production Only

0 N/A N/A None None None

Environmental "Bounds" - Low 1.71
Early - Emphasis 

over benefit level
High

All 3 generations as 
responded in surveys, 
Gen 1 2025+, Gen 2/3 

2035+

All 3 generations as 
responded in surveys, 

Gen 2/3 2035+

3 generations. 2nd gen 
redesign for cruise 
speed reduction. 

Include range variants?

Environmental "Bounds" - High 0.52 Late Low None None None

High Demand (Including Global) + 
High R&D

1.71
Early - Emphasis 

over benefit level
High

All 3 generations as 
responded in surveys, Gen 1 

2025+, Gen 2/3 2035+

All 3 generations as 
responded in surveys, Gen 

2/3 2035+

3 generations. 2nd gen 
redesign for cruise speed 
reduction. Include range 

variants
High Demand (Including Global) + 

Low R&D
0.52 Late Low None None None

Low Demand (Including Global) + 
High R&D

1.71
Early - Emphasis 

over benefit level
High

All 3 generations as 
responded in surveys, 
Gen 1 2025+, Gen 2/3 

2035+

All 3 generations as 
responded in surveys, 

Gen 2/3 2035+

3 generations. 2nd gen 
redesign for cruise speed 
reduction. Include range 

variants

Low Demand (Including Global) + 
Low R&D

0.52 Late Low None None None

Very High Demand with Noise Limits - 
Low R&D 0.52 Late Low None None None

Very High Demand with Noise Limits - 
High R&D 1.71

Early - Emphasis 
over benefit level

High

All 3 generations as 
responded in surveys, 
Gen 1 2025+, Gen 2/3 

2035+

All 3 generations as 
responded in surveys, 

Gen 2/3 2035+

3 generations. 2nd gen 
redesign for cruise speed 
reduction. Include range 

variants

 

 

 

 




